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Background

Identify depressuring calculations procedures in existing rules, standards or 
guidelines

Use dynamic depressuring utility  available in HYSYS version 3.4 to investigate 
thermal effects during depressuring of an LNG regasification unit

Compare API methodology with Scandpower Guideline 
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Standards, Guidelines and Codes evaluated for LNG 
regasifications systems

NFPA 59A: Standard for the Production, Storage and Handling of Liquefied Natural Gas

Scandpower Guideline

IP Guideline for the Design and Protection of Pressure Systems to withstand Severe Fire

API RP 520/521

EN 1473:  Installation and equipment for liquefied natural gas design of onshore 
installations

Relevant ISO standards

IGC: International Code for the Construction and Equipment for Ships Carrying Liquefied 
Gases in bulk Code (Gas Code)

DNV rules and offshore standards

Other class societies: ABS, Lloyd’s

SIGGTO LNG Operation in Port Areas
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Typical regasification unit
Two stage heating system

Capacity of one skid: 50-210 tons LNG per hour

Length, width, height:   11 x 4 x 8 meters

Operating pressure: 40 to 130 bara

Locked-in volume approximately 1 ton

No insulation
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Results: Thermal effects

Heat input according to NORSOK fire

Orifice sized for cold depressuring.  Down to 6.9 barg in 15 minutes.  Orifice 
size kept constant through simulations

Initial pressure 60 bara, initial temperature -60 0C

Liquid level varied from 0, 25, 50, 75 and to 100% initially liquid filled
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Results: Thermal effects
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Results: Thermal effects
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Compared with experimental values: vapour wall temperature
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Comparison heat absorption models

API heat absorption equation per area (API fire mode)

Heat transfer per area, taken into account radiation, convection (Stephan-
Boltzman fire mode)
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Results: Comparison API and Stephan-Boltzman

Bulk vapour temperature
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Conclusion/Summary

A depressuring system should be installed on LNG process facilities to 
improve safety

Detailed depressuring calculations should be performed 

Different heat input models will result in large differences in predicted 
process parameters, and correct fire scenario should be established
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Abstract 
 
In a fire emergency situation, the plant must be shut down, and significant volume of high 
pressure LNG may be trapped in the system. The pressure will rise due to heat input from the 
fire surrounding the LNG plant, and excess gas should be removed and safely disposed by a 
safety depressuring system. Conventional design principles for such systems may not always 
by applicable for LNG systems.  
 
DNV has performed an analysis of an LNG safety depressuring system designed to handle the 
pressure rise resulting from heat input from a fire. The system is designed to remove the gas 
and reduce the pressure to a level where rupture and possible escalation is of no immediate 
concern. The analysis includes dynamic depressuring simulations using Hysys version 3.4.  
 
The analysis includes a discussion of the significant difference in vaporization rates 
depending on calculation method, initial conditions and fluid composition. The analysis also 
addresses the applicability of different design principles proposed by relevant standards, 
codes and guidelines to LNG systems. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Safe operation of a cryogenic system requires that the vaporisation is thoroughly understood. 
Past experience with operations that do not include the use of cryogenic fluids is not sufficient 
because the properties of cryogenic fluids and materials can vary considerably with 
temperature. One safety concern is the very large expansion of cryogenic fluids as they 
evaporate rapidly due to the extreme heating during a fire which can lead to rupture if the 
internal pressure is not relieved accordingly. 
 
In offshore LNG receiving terminals, the process of vaporising and exporting natural gas 
requires high pressure. The current design philosophy for depressuring systems may therefore 
not be directly applicable for LNG regasification systems, consisting of both liquid and 
vapour initially, as the vaporisation process is rapid and represents a design challenge which 
should be properly addressed. In current design the process segments are isolated in case of 
process upsets, but how do you handle a large amount of LNG trapped between two isolating 
shut-down valves? Taking no action can give dramatically pressure build-up due to heat input 
and evaporation, with rupture and escalating fire as possible events. 
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DNV has completed a study with the objective of safe handling of this situation and this paper 
will show how different design principles are applied to a LNG regasification system, 
typically consisting of pump, heaters and surrounding piping; and to analyse the depressuring 
system by the use of HYSYS dynamical depressuring function. 
 
 
2. Theory 
 
One of the most commonly encountered hazards of handling cryogenic fluids comes from the 
unwanted build-up of pressure. As show in the phase envelope in figure 1, liquefied natural 
gas is at its boiling point at atmospheric pressure and a temperature of -163 °C.  

 
 

Figure 1  LNG phase envelope. At atmospheric pressure and -163 °C the liquefied 
natural gas is at its boiling point.   
 
Cryogenic liquids expand quickly as evaporation and warming of the gases to ambient 
temperature occurs. Allowing the temperature to rise towards ambient levels in an enclosed 
LNG containing segment can rupture the pipe walls. A fire exposed segment is heated even 
faster, thus reaching the high pressures and risk for rupture in a shorter time; in addition there 
is a concern of material failure due to the heat load exposed to piping and equipment from the 
fire.  
 
Thermal effects during depressurisation of LNG 
A depressuring system may be used in systems where metal temperature can be increased 
above the specific design temperature due to e.g. a fire, and the metal temperature reaches a 
level at which stress rupture could occur. A vapour depressuring system should have adequate 
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capacity to reduce vessel and pipe stress to a level at which stress rupture is not of immediate 
importance.  The required depressuring rate depends on the metallurgy of the vessel, the 
thickness and initial temperature of the vessel wall, and the rate of heat input.  Hydrocarbon 
liquid systems are generally not provided with a disposal arrangement and are designed such 
that containment is ensured for a defined time (typically minimum 1 hour). 
 
 
3. Methodologies 
 
Depressurisation simulations were performed using Hysys dynamic depressurisation utility 
version 3.4, provided by Aspentech. Depressuring is achieved when a valve opens at a set 
pressure, reduces the pressure by revealing gas from a segment and by leading  the gas to 
flare/vent system. 
 
During depressuring calculations, the pressure, P, in the system as a function of time, t, shall 
be calculated with due consideration to the effect of the heat input and the effect of the 
depressurisation system.  To reduce the internal pressure in equipment involved in a fire, 
vapour should be removed at a rate that will compensate for the following occurrences: 

1. Vapour generated from liquid by heat input from the fire 
2. A change in density of the internal vapour during pressure reduction 
3. Liquid flash due to pressure reduction. This factor applies only when a system 

contains liquid at or near its saturation temperature.  
4. Pressure built-up in vapour phase due to increase in vapour temperature 

 
LNG fire modes 
Several methodologies may be used for the depressuring calculations. In this paper the API 
methodology and heat transfer by the used of Stephan Boltzman model is used, this 
methodology is outlined in Scandpower Guideline [1] which is based on the requirements 
given in Norwegian Petroleum Directorate Regulations is used. The method for depressuring 
calculations according to API RP 521 is widely used and accepted, but has not been derived 
for LNG systems specifically. 
 
There has been continuous activity in developing computer-based models for assessment of 
vapour dispersion from LNG spills and the consequential thermal radiation effects in the 
event of ignition of the released vapour. Though the dispersion of an LNG release is a 
complex process, simplified physically based methods can be used to predict vapour 
dispersion with ever improving accuracy [2]. In this paper standard fire models and constant 
heat fluxes are used as heat input to the depressuring simulations. The total heat input from a 
fire will vary from 100 - 350 kW/m2 depending on leak rate, jet or pool fire and if the fire is 
global or local, according to Scandpower Guideline [1]. Based on the rapid evaporation of 
LNG at ambient conditions and results from earlier DNV studies [5] and [6] a jet fire with 
global average heat load was chosen.  
 
Based on the methodologies outlined above, two types of fire modes were simulated: 
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API fire mode 
API fire mode was selected because it is a widely used and accepted methodology. According 
to API methodology [3], the amount of heat absorbed by a segment/vessel exposed to an open 
fire is expressed by the following equation: 
  

82,0000,21 AFQ ⋅⋅=        1 

where 
Q   - average heat absorption in British thermal units per hour  
F - environmental factor depending on insulation of segment/vessel 
A - total wetted are in square feet 
The API heat absorption Equation 1 is developed assuming pool fire, and only the wetted 
surface is used in calculating the heat input by the API equation. Heat transfer through the 
wall should therefore not be included, as the API method is not designed for that.   
 
 
Stephan-Boltzman fire mode (SB fire mode) 
Another approach for modelling a fire is what HYSYS refers to as the “Stephan Boltzman fire 
mode”, hereafter named SB fire mode. The model is based on the Stephan Boltzman law, 
taken into account the incident heat flux absorbed and emitted from a surface by radiation, 
also taken into account the convective heat transfer to the surroundings. The net heat transfer 
absorbed by a segment from a fire, can be expressed as [1]: 

44 )())(( tTtTThTq SSSfrfSnet σεσεα −−+=     2 

where 
qnet  - net heat transfer to object (W/m2) 
εS  -  emissivity of the surface material (-) 
αS  - absorptivity of the surface material (-) 
εf  - emissivity of flame (-) 
σ - Stefan-Boltzman contant = 5,67x10-8 (W/m2K4) 
Tr  - radiation temperature of flame (K) 
TS(t)  - surface temperature of the material (K) 
Tf   - flame temperature (K) 
h  - convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K) 
 
The first term of Equation 2 represents the radiation heat from the flame absorbed by the 
surface. The second term represents the heat convection from the flame gases and the last 
term represents the radiation from the surface 
 
 
Description of segment technology and geometry  
Based on the state of the art and available technical information of offshore LNG 
regasification terminal processes, a typical regasification unit shown in Figure 2 below was 
selected. The selected unit consists of a pump, two heaters and surrounding piping  
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Figure 2, Typical LNG regasification unit 
 
The maximum capacity of one such skid is 50-210 tons/hr, and the operating pressure may 
vary from 30-100 bara. Length, with and Height is 11x4x8 meters. Estimated locked in 
volume is approximately 1 ton. Initial liquid inventory varied from 0 to 100%. No insulation 
was accounted for.  
 
 
4. Results from depressurization simulations and Discussion 
 
In this section the main results from the study are presented. Simulation using both fire 
models was performed by varying the liquid content and the initial wetted area to identify the 
effect of liquid LNG exposed to a fire.   
 
The orifice diameter was fixed throughout all the simulations for better comparison purposes. 
A higher pressure rise calculated is resulting from a higher heat input, and a longer 
depressuring time is anticipated. Calculations of heat input due to fire with the “API fire 
mode” takes into account a wetted area, whereas the SB fire mode takes into account heat 
input from the total segment area. 
 
In general, the resulting temperature and pressure profiles for the different fire modes showed 
variations and Figure 3 shows that a higher pressure build-up is more pronounced for the SB 
fire mode than for the API fire mode.  
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Pressure profile
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Figure 3 Pressure profile for API and Stephan Boltzman.   
 

Bulk vapour temperature
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Figure 4, Bulk vapour temperature for API and Stephan Boltzman   
The bulk vapour temperature was calculated using both fire modes, the results are presented 
in Figure 4 and shows that the bulk vapour temperatures calculated are higher using the 
Stephan Boltzman fire mode than the API fire mode.   
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Mass flow out of valve
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Figure 5, Vapour mass flow out of depressuring valve, SB fire mode 
Increased initial liquid volume will result in a larger mass flow through the depressurisation 
valve and a longer depressuring time, see figure 5. The depressurisation mass rate calculated 
using Stephan Boltzman fire mode is significantly higher than the rate calculated with the API 
fire mode. 
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Figure 6, comparison of experimental data with Stephan Boltzman fire mode, ref. 
experimental data from Norsk Hydro [7] 
 
Vapour wall temperatures were compared to experimental data and the results from the SB 
fire mode resembled the experimental data better than the API fire mode. See Figure 6 for 
comparison of experimental data with SB fire mode. One possible explanation is that API is 
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based on an empirical equation, developed for a vessel exposed to fire. The studied segment 
has a large internal fluid mass per exposed area; in addition to that the geometry differs from 
that of a vessel.  
 
 
5. Discussion 
 
The depressurisation process is a complex process both in respect to the thermodynamics of 
the fluid to be depressurised, the prediction of the heat transfer processes occurring between 
the fluid phases, the fluid and vessel or piping walls, and with the walls and its surroundings. 
In general, it was observed that the evaporation process for an LNG system was extremely 
rapid, and the initial liquid inventory disappeared after only a few minutes according to the 
simulations using both fire modes. The evaporation resulted in a rapid pressure increase and a 
high initial mass flow through the depressurisation orifice. This shows that a depressurisation 
system is necessary for systems with LNG (or other liquids) due to high wall temperature 
combined with high internal pressure which again can result in reduced pipe strength, possible 
rupture of the pipe and an escalating fire.  
 
The API methodology only accounts for heat input through the liquid phase (wetted area), ref. 
Equation 1 and Aspentech Support [4]. The SB fire mode will, according to Aspentech 
Support [4], take into account heat transfer from the wall to both the liquid and vapour phase 
in addition to heat transfer between the two phases. Therefore, the total heat transfer to the 
fluid is higher for the SB fire mode compare to the API fire mode. In addition the SB fire 
mode gives a better prediction of vapour wall temperatures, and if the methodology outlined 
in Scandpower guideline [1] or similar is used, where the vapour wall temperature is an 
important parameter for establishing time to rupture, the SB fire mode should be used. 
 
Safe design of LNG processes 
The simulations confirmed the extremely rapid phase transition of LNG, as the initial liquid 
inventory disappeared after only a few minutes when exposed to fire. This resulted in a fast 
pressure increase and a high initial mass flow through the depressurization orifice. The 
process engineer is therefore recommended to design for: 

• small depressurization segments 
• rapid shutdown 
• automatic depressurization upon fire detection 
• sufficient capacity in disposal system 
 

Discussion of applicable codes 
Existing codes and standards have been evaluated to identify if the requirements in proven 
practices employed for LNG Gas Carriers and LNG terminals are applicable for offshore 
regasification systems.  Possible identification of requirements to emergency shutdown 
systems, depressurising systems and pressure relieving devices have been reviewed, as well as 
process safety system requirements.  The class societies have developed rules related to LNG 
and LPG gas carriers, and some of these rules are applicable to regasification units installed 
offshore.  However, since the regasification unit operates at a higher pressure and introduce 
other risk scenarios, additional provision should be installed.  Class societies refer to the use 
of guidelines such as NFPA, the IGC Code or API, which include more specific requirement 
and methods for the design of such systems.  NFPA and API are also relevant design codes 
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for installations onshore. The chosen solution must be based on the principles of these codes, 
and documented accordingly. 
 
 
6. Concluding remarks 
 
The main conclusions from the study: 

• a depressuring system is necessary for systems with LNG to improve the safety.  
• the results show that different heat input models can give different results, therefore it 

is important to define all input correctly, such as defining the correct fire the 
equipment can be exposed to.   
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Safety zones – Influence on 3rd party

There is an increase in the number of LNG terminals in areas closer to 
the public:

- Need realistic tools for modelling the consequences and risks of LNG related 
accidents (3rd party risk)

Estimates of safety distances are often crucial in early phases of new 
LNG projects.

- How do we identify the safety distance?

How do we design the terminal to minimize the necessary safety 
distance?
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Innogas risk analysis: Herøya case, Norway

The potential risk associated with LNG-terminals are dependent upon:
- design and layout of the terminal
- the operations related to the terminal
- surrounding geometry and topography

A Quantitative Risk Analysis (QRA) has been performed to:
- define necessary safety distances to 3rd party
- identify parameters that influence the risk for people off-site
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Terminal description (proposed design)

Main parts included in the analysis:
- Loading station at jetty  (1)
- Piping between jetty / tanker and storage tanks (2)
- 5 LNG storage tanks of 1000 m3 and 7 bars (3)
- Vaporizer system (4)
- Truck loading station (5)
- Vapour return line to tanker (6)

Offloading line: 8” and 475 meters
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"Population" 
on and around 
the terminal

Ignition 
sources

Weather 
statistics Calculation of frequency and 

consequences of accidental releases 
of LNG during storage and operation 
of the terminal

Quantitative Risk Analysis elements

Calculation of risk and comparison with acceptance criteria:

Individual risk:
The risk acceptance criterion for third parties is 
expressed as the annual probability for loss of 
life attributable to the activity:                           
1 x 10-5 per year or lower is acceptable. 

Risk is a function of  probability and consequence 
of undesirable events

Individual risk - risk contours
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Consequences calculations

To include effects of neighbouring buildings/structures, Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD, program CFX-5) has been used in calculation of gas 
dispersion.
LNG hazards that might influence the risk picture:

- dispersion and ignition of large vapour clouds causing          
flash fires and ignited gas- or liquid jets forming jet fires

The main risk contributors to 3rd party risk:
- Large releases from the unloading line and vapour return line.
- Rupture of flexible pipe/unloading line, distance to 50% of  Lower                                       

Flammability Limit (LFL):  ~230 m or  320 m if released to sea 

Worst case:
Spill 200kg/s, wind speed 2.5 m/s

Releases on land

Spill 50kg/s, wind speed 6 m/s

LNG vapour disperses over 
relatively long distances
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Risk contours (Individual risk)– Herøya case

The distance to the 10-5  contour is ~ 100m. 
- There is no residential areas within this distance
- The maximum individual risk to 3rd party person is 

between 10-7 and 10-8 per year.

Conclusion: 
- The individual risk and the societal risk for the LNG 

terminal to be located at Herøya is acceptable
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LNG vapour dispersion

A LNG spill results in evaporation and formation of a visible vapour 
cloud
Vapour is flammable in air in the range 5% (LFL) to 15% (UFL) 
concentration

LNG vapour may be ignited far from the release
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Example: 
Large release from LNG storage tank

Wind 2.5 m/s

Burn area DEGADIS  
model

Burn area CFD 
model

Evaporation of 500 kg/s

Burn area may increase by a factor of up to 3-4 dependent on the applied model
The calculated RISK contribution from the scenario increases by a factor 3-4 …

The 3D geometry effects greatly influence the vapour dispersion distance
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LNG vapour dispersion – release geometry

Instantaneous release (703 kg) – Cloud (50% of LFL) after 60 seconds

On ground Into bund Wall (2.5m)

Hill side Rough ground
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LNG vapour dispersion – release geometry

The maximum distance to 50% of LFL  - 5 release geometries
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Measures for risk reduction

Purge LNG unloading line after unloading operation has finished; minimize unloading 
line length
Establish routines for control of external ignition sources during LNG unloading
Reduce the probability of release:

- Welded vs. flanged connections 
- Double walled LNG storage tanks will reduce the leakage frequency for the tanks.

Ensure that potential fires in the storage tank bund do not directly expose the 
storage tanks to excessive radiation levels. 

- minimizing bunded area (i.e. so as to reduced fire area)
- positioning of bunding so as to minimise exposure of tanks 
- introducing local radiation shielding of tanks.
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Conclusions – LNG safety

Dispersion of LNG vapour result in relatively large areas of gas with 
concentration above lower flammable limit 

Near source geometry has a dramatic effect on the down wind 
dispersion of LNG vapour

- Releases in areas with little or no obstructions can be calculated by either a 
simple model (PHAST, Trace etc.) or a CFD simulation

- Releases in areas with complex topography or with buildings and obstacles, 
may benefit from calculation by a verified 3D model (CFD)

‘Clever’ design/ layout and location of LNG terminals reduce risk for 
3rd party
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LNG to LNG to CyprusCyprus

A case A case analysisanalysis
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LNG to Cyprus - analysing all scales of an LNG chain

• Cyprus is a typical example of  “Energy Islands in Europe”

• In 2004, Statoil visited the Authorities of Cyprus to present an

analysis related to  converting the country’s oil fired power plants 

into natural gas (LNG) as fuel

• The initiative was based on “facts and findings” developed by the 

Norwegian project INNOGAS and the EU Frame Programme 

initiative named CRUISE (with the objective of delivering LNG to

energy islands of Europe).
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Subjects of consideration

• LNG delivery - source of supply

• The domestic market - natural gas to electric power

• Shipping - LNG ships sizes

• LNG receiving terminal storage - reflecting the shipping 

• Logistics tariffs related to LNG to power production

• Building-up of the electrical power conversion - over 5 to 10 years

• Small and medium scale considerations

• Recommendations and lesson learned.

29-30.09.2005

Small Scale LNG in Europe - 1st International Conference
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Algerie

Turkey

Egypt

263 
nm

1286 
nm

647 
nm

Cyprus

LNG supply options to Cyprus

• Egypt (Ikdu)
• Turkey (Marmara Eriglisi)
• Algeria (Skikda)
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Cyprus - Natural gas to electric power scenario

Scenario Annual demand*
[Million Sm3 per year]

1 x 180 MW combined cycle power plant 312

2 x 180 MW combined cycle power plant 625

3 x 180 MW combined cycle power plant 937

4 x 180 MW combined cycle power plant 1 249

5 x 180 MW combined cycle power plant 1 561

* Continuous power production at 50% power efficiency

29-30.09.2005

Small Scale LNG in Europe - 1st International Conference
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LNG shipping considerations

Shipping considerations
– Shipping costs based on budget figures

– Pre-assumption is that large LNG carriers 
are available for single voyage charters  

– Mobilization time of 7 days added for large
LNG carriers 

– USD 25 000 for tug/fireboat for large scale
port operations

– Max 350 operational ship days per year. 

Time charter costs of LNG carriers
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Receiving terminal LNG storage considerations

Receiving storage
– Storage terminal costs based on

EPC budget figures

– Small and medium scale distribution
based on modular pressure tank 
storage

– Large scale distribution based on
atmospheric LNG storage

Storage sizes are reflecting the LNG ship 
sizes, e.g. an 8000 m3 ship requires 
typically 10.000 - 20.000 m3 of storage.

29-30.09.2005
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180 MW power production - Small scale is lowest tariff

Small scale distribution Medium scale distribution Large scale distribution

Vessel time utilization (%) 96 % 67 % 10 %

Vessel capacity (m3 LNG) 8 000 25 000 140 000

Average no. of days between deliveries 5,7 17,4 100,6

Receiving terminal capacity (m3 LNG) 12 500 29 000 166 000

Shipping cost (Mill. USD per year) 7,2 9,1 4,4

Storage cost (Mill. USD per year) 5,2 11,9 27,3

Total logistics cost (Mill. USD per year) 12,4 20,9 31,6

Total logistics cost (Cents/Sm3) 4,0 6,7 10,1
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900 MW power - Medium scale LNG is marginally best

Small scale distribution Medium scale distribution Large scale distribution

Vessel time utilization (%) 96 % 96 % 52 %

Vessel capacity (m3 LNG) 5 x 8 000 2 x 25 000 140 000

Average no. of days between deliveries 1,1 3,6 20,1

Receiving terminal capacity (m3 LNG) 29 000 46 000 161 000

Shipping cost (Mill. USD per year) 36,1 22,9 21,8

Storage cost (Mill. USD per year) 12,1 19,2 27,3

Total logistics cost (Mill. USD per year) 48,2 42,1 49,0

Total logistics cost (Cents/Sm3) 3,1 2,7 3,1

29-30.09.2005
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LNG logistics tariff - power conversion from day one

• Condition: LNG supply from Ikdu, Egypt
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Logistics tariffs related to gradual conversion to LNG

• Scenario 1: Conversion to gas power production over a 5 year period

– Production capacity increases by 180 MW per year in the 5 year period
– Gradual build up of modular storage capacity for small and medium scale
– Small and medium shipping capacity increases accordingly
– Preinvested storage capacity for large scale shipping from first day.

• Scenario 2: Conversion to gas power production over a 10 year period

– Production capacity increases by 180 MW every second year in the 10 year
period.

29-30.09.2005
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Aggregated logistics tariffs over 10 years of operation

• Tariff for ”scenario 1” over 10 years of operation
– Production capacity increases by 180 MW per year in the 5 year period
– Tariff is 2,75 US cents/Sm3 in a medium scale chain with 25.000 m3 ships.

• Tariff for ”scenario 2” over 10 years of operation
– Production capacity increases by 180 MW every second year in the 10 year period
– Tariff is 3,08 US cents/Sm3 in a small scale chain with 8.000 m3 ships.

Small scale (8 000 m3) Medium scale (25 000 m3) Large scale (140 000 m3)

Scenario 1: Market build up over 
5 years (US cents/Sm3) 2,95 2,75 3,39

Scenario 2: Market build up over 
10 years (US cents/Sm3) 3,08 3,11 4,08
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Typical small scale ships and terminals
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Summary: Small and medium scale LNG chain
• Small scale shipping is economical and competitive even for large transport 

volumes, and robust in a stepwise build up of natural gas into the energy market

• Efficient supply is provided using small / medium scale LNG carriers that are highly
manoeuverable, and the ships may not require deep sea berths

• Small scale supply allows high delivery frequencies, and minimizes investment in 
LNG storage, receiving terminal facilities and deep sea berths

• Small scale supply allows for planning of several receiving facilities for optimal 
redistribution to local heat and power plants (including trucking of LNG inland)

• Small scale terminals may use pressure tank storage, which provides an 
opportunity to stepwise enlarge storage capacity to accommodate the requirements 
at any time. 
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Recommendations given in Cyprus

• Small and medium scale LNG supply allows incremental investments in 

ships and terminal capacity to support a stepwise build-up of natural gas 

into the energy market

• Large scale shipping of LNG requires all investments early and is 

significantly more costly in the years prior to full conversion to natural gas 

into the energy market

• When the energy market is fully converted, given the power scenario of

Cyprus, the small and medium scale LNG chain still provides an economic

solution over large scale.

29-30.09.2005
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LNG to Cyprus – lesson learned

• As planning of energy diversification in countries generally are

strengthening, and as the environmental agenda looks to natural 

gas as a fuel of preference, there is a need to bridge a gap of 

communication between authorities and technologists and 

experts within small scale LNG

• Such communication is of vital importance as long as there are 

not established an international consultant and engineering 

business particularly updated on “Small Scale LNG in Europe”.



Economic Design Approach for Small Scale 
Tankers and Terminals
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The LNG chain of today
LNG transportation is a mature market with a steady 
capacity increase
Current fleet consist of 177 vessels with abt. 20 mio. 
cubic meter capacity (aver. size: abt. 116,000 m³)
Order book > 100 ships with further 15,0 mio. m³ 
capacity (aver. size: abt. 150,000 m³)
New liquefaction trains committed with 20 mtpa (Nigeria, 
Egypt, Qatar, Snovhit, Iran, Yemen) capacity will further 
strengthen the newbuilding market
Regas terminals with abt. 250,000 m³ to 300,000 m³ 
storage capacity
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Future trends in LNG shipping

Larger LNG ships
Capacity up to 230,000 m³ (design studies even for 
bigger capacities)

Up to 20% cost savings compared to 138,000 m³ 
standard LNG vessel estimated

Drawback: draft requirements, compatibility with 
existing terminals, berth design and strength, 
loading/unloading rates

QGTC(Qatar) has ordered 16 ships with options for 
alternative propulsion and larger capacity
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Future trends in LNG shipping

Smaller LNG ships for niche markets
Kawasaki is building a 19,000 m³ vessel for MOL and 
Hiroshima Gas with 3 spherical tanks (delivery: 2007).

LNG Ltd., Australia is developing projects for up to 
30,000 m³ transport capacity.

Standard designs for LNG ships (spherical aluminium 
tanks or membrane tanks) are expensive economics 
for such niche markets have to be improved.

Shore infrastructure (terminals) not yet in place
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Future trends in LNG shipping
Very Small LNG ships for coastal trade

First very small ship ( abt. 1,000 m³) for Norwegian 
coast delivered in 2004 to Knutsen (diesel-electric)
Kawasaki delivered in 2003 a 2,500 m³ LNG carrier 
with cylindrical aluminium tanks for Japanese coast
Inquiries from Norway (STATOIL) in 2004 for
6,000 m³ LNG-carriers
Satellite terminals mainly in Japan and Korea, a few 
very small satellites in Europe
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Design approach to small LNG terminals
Utilizing the know-how from design of large LNG 
terminals and of small ethylene terminals
Tank concept depends on throughput and storage
capacity

above abt. 10,000 m³: flat bottom tank (like large 
terminals) 

containment type depends on local rules and safety
requirements

up to  abt. 10,000 m³: pressure vessel type tanks
BOG handling, tank pressure depends on send-out
conditions
LNG re-gasification concept depends on capacities
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Example: 30,000 m³ flat bottom tank:
built in Urumqi/China (single containment)
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Containment types acc. BS7777

single containment type : inner tank for containing the product,
outer container for retaining and protecting the insulation only

Bund wall

elevated concrete base

base insulation

inner tank

insulated suspended deck

loose filled insulation
outer shell 
( not able to contain liquid )

roof

concrete foundation with bottom heater

base insulation

inner tank wall

external insulation 
with weather barrier

inner roof

bund wall

inner tank bottom
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Containment types acc. BS7777
double containment type : inner tank for containing the product,
outer container for retaining the insulation and in case of inner 
tank failure the product liquid ( but not the vapour )

elevated concrete base

base insulation

inner tank

insulated suspended deck

loose filled insulation
outer shell 
( not able to contain liquid )

roof

concrete foundation with bottom heater

base insulation

inner tank wall

external insulation 
with weather barrier

inner roof

inner tank bottom

rain cover

prestressed
concrete 
outer tank
wall

rain cover

outer tank
shell
( able to
contain
the liquid )
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Containment types acc. BS7777
full containment type : inner tank for containing the product, outer 
container for retaining the insulation and in case of inner tank
failure both the product liquid and the vapour

elevated concrete base

base insulation
inner tank

insulated suspended deck

insulation 
at inside outer tank

outer tank wall liner

roof

concrete foundation with bottom heater

base insulation

inner tank wall

inner roof

inner tank bottom

outer tank
shell
or prestressed
concrete wall
with liner

prestressed 
concrete outer tank

outer roof

loose filled insulation

wall insulation 
at inner side
of outer tank 
( or loose filled
insulation )
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Pressure vesesel type storage tanks:
Example: 5 x 1,200 m³ ethylene storage (China)
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Pressure vesesel type storage tanks:
Ethylene storage built in China:

Inner Diameter: 4.6 m
Length TL – TL: 75 m
Volume: 5 x 1,200 cbm
Material: 5% Nickel steel
Insulation: foamglas panels 

with SS cladding
Design pressure: 23 bar g

LNG storage:
Material: stainless steel (AISI 304)
Insulation: PIA panels or vacuum
Design pressure: depending on send-out
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Preferred equipment depends on required capacities
and local ambient condition (air, sea water):

Open rack vaporizer (ORV)
using sea water as heat source

Submerged combustion vaporizer (SCV)
using gas energy

Ambient air vaporizer (AAV)
using ambient air as heat source

LNG re-gasification equipment
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Open Rack Vaporizer
low operating cost: water 
pumping energy
higher investment costs
need of sea water intake
min. temperature for 
seawater required
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Submerged combustion vaporizer
lower investment costs
need of dedicated fuel gas installation
high operating cost by gas consumption
( ~ 1.5% of gas send-out)
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Ambient air vaporizer
moderate investment 
costs
need large installation 
areas
dry ambient air preferred
application currently 
under investigation 
(qualification program) 
for larger capacities
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Design approach to small LNG carriers

Minimising the CAPEX for small LNG carriers

Utilizing the know-how from design of ethylene
carriers

TGE‘s market share for delivery of gas handling
systems and cargo tanks is more than 70%

Actual order book: 18 ethylene carriers

Maximising the flexibility for a combined
LNG/Ethylene/LPG-carrier to enhance profitability
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Clarkson register of gas carriers
Ethylene Carrier Newbuildings

(worldwide)
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Ethylene carrier design criteria

Independent type C tanks design data:
Cylindrical tanks: up to 6,000 m³ each, max. ship
capacity: abt. 15,000 m³

Bi-lobe tanks: up to 7,500 m³ each, max. ship capacity
abt. 30,000 m³

Typical design pressure: 5 – 7 barg

Design temperature: -104°C

Design density: 0,972 t/m³ or 0,65 t/m³ with partial 
VCM loading
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Ethylene carrier design criteria

Independent type C tanks :
Tank material: 5% Ni-steel or 9% Ni-steel

Maximum capacity built: abt. 22,000 m³ 
(abt. 30,000 m³ for LPG with tri-lobe tanks)

Cargo tanks: 4 bilobe, each abt. 5,500 m³ capacity and 
abt. 480 tons weight, design pressure: 4,7 bar g, 
design temperature: -104 °C
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MT „Navigator Mars“, 22.000 m3 Ethylene-carrier

Shipyard: JIANGNAN SHIPYARD
China

Completion:    1999/2000

Classification:  GL

TGE scope: EPCS-contract
gas handling system
& cargo tanks

Vessel: 22,000 m³ semi-ref. 
LEG/LPG carrier, type 2G
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Cargo tanks for 22,000 m³ LEG-carrier
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Cargo tanks for 22,000 m³ LEG-carrier
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From Ethylene to LNG

Ship capacity below 15,000 m³:
Cylindrical tank approach with

2 tank design up to abt. 10,000 m³ and below

3 tank design above 10,000 m³ up to abt. 15,000 m³

Ship capacity above 15,000 m³
Bilobe tank design approach with

3 tank design up to 22,000 m³

4 tank design up to 30,000 m³ (or even 40,000 m³)
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From Ethylene to LNG

Tank design temperature: -165°C instead of -104°C

Tank steel grade:
9% Ni-steel (Adm. Stress: abt. 213 N/mm²)

SS AISI 304L (Adm. Stress: abt. 128 N/mm²)
Preferred grade because: abt. 10% less expensive at the
time being, shorter delivery time, easier to weld, welding
consumables less expensive
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From Ethylene to LNG

Tank design example for 30,000 m³ capacity:
4 Bilobe tanks each abt. 7,500 m³ capacity

Dia: 15.2 m; width: 24.6 m; length: 29.9 m

Design density: 0.6 t/m³:
– partial loading for higher densities

Min. design pressure: 2.71 barg for AISI 304L, 4.0 barg for
9% Ni-steel (due to pressure formula in IGC-Code)

Tank weights:
– 9% Ni-steel: abt. 485 tons
– AISI 304L: abt. 580 tons
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From Ethylene to LNG

Design constraints for LNG regarding tanks
Higher material shrinkage due to:

Larger delta T during cooling down

Higher material shrinkage factor for AISI 304L

Problem especially for bi-lobe tanks:
for 15 m diameter tanks the shrinkage is 34 mm

Complete design review and re-design of supports
necessary!
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From Ethylene to LNG: Tank Design

Re-design of tank supports by TGE
Displacement and stress analysis considering tank 
shrinkage
Temperature profiles at tank support and shipside
foundation (heat transfer, selection of steel grade)

Detailed design review by classification
society (BV)

FEM analysis of tank shell, supports and shipside
steel structure for different loading cases
Concept approval certificate just issued by BV!
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Bilobe tank arrangement for LNG
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Bilobe tank arrangement for LNG (supports)
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Bilobe tank arrangement for LNG
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Tank insulation for LNG

Tank insulation for Ethylene:
Typical Polystyrene panels glued to tank surface with
abt. 230 mm thickness and k-value of abt. 0,19 W/m2K

Tank insulation for LNG application
Investigations show that same insulation type may be
applied (spherical LNG tanks use same technology)

Insulation thickness of 300 mm possible in one layer
with a k-value of abt. 0,13-0,14 W/m2K; boil-off rate is
abt. 0,21-0,23 %/day

Additional expansion joints necessary

Concept approval at BV progressing
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GA sketch of 16,000 cbm LNG-carrier
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GA sketch of 30,000 cbm LNG-carrier
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Boil-off gas handling

Boil-off reliquefaction is not economical for short
voyages, hence:

Accept a pressure increase during voyage, provided
that receiving terminal accept it or

burn the BOG in a thermal oxidiser (combustor)
Diesel-electric propulsion seems not to be economic

Dual fuel engines for HFO/NG may improve the econimics
for BOG utilisation
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Boil-off gas handling
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Boil-off gas handling

∆T = 0,5°C per day

∆P = 4,2 kPa per day
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Combined LNG/Ethylene/LPG Carrier

Changing grade from LNG to ethylene or LPG 
requires tank warming up

Due to efficient tank insulation warming up is time 
consuming (especially from LNG to LPG)

Frequent grade changes are not economic

Combined LNG/ethylene carriers with BOG 
reliquefaction for ethylene are attractive in case of 
seasonal transportation demand for LNG and in 
order to increase vessel‘s employment flexibility
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Economics of small LNG carriers

CAPEX:
Little changes for ship‘s hull construction

Steel grade of supports (Grade E, AISI 304)

Tanks and cargo handling more expensive

TGE estimation shows an overall CAPEX abt. 
10 – 15 % above the corresponding ethylene-
carrier price, depending on ship size
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Conclusion

Service for satellite terminals without access to a 
pipeline is the target market

Small LNG carriers may be economical with type C 
cargo tanks up to 30,000 m³ capacity

Design of terminals and ships can be adapted to well 
proven technology

TGE has received a „Concept Approval“ of the
modified tank design with a classification society (BV)



Thank you for your kind attention
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MotivationMotivation

• Natural Gas is expected to be one of the leading 
energies of the century, due to its availability and its 
lower impact on the environment

• Conversion from fuel oil and diesel to natural gas in 
power production will reduce pollutant emissions 
considerably

• Use of natural gas for district heating, district cooling in 
the industry sector and in the building sector will lead 
also to a massive reduction of CO2 emissions
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Case study objectivesCase study objectives

• Replace use of oil products with natural gas for 
energy supply in Madeira Island

• Increase the efficiency of polygeneration systems 
using LNG

• Develop new technologies for direct use of cold 
from LNG

• Develop and demonstrate maritime small-scale 
distribution of LNG in Madeira and other EU Islands
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Case study methodologyCase study methodology
• Madeira geographical and demografic characterisation
• Madeira current energy sector characterisation
• Madeira infrastrucures characterisation
• Energy demand and production projections
• State-of-the-art of LNG technologies 
• Technological options for LNG introduction in Madeira
• Identification of an ideal scenario for LNG introduction
• Economical and environmental analysis of the ideal scenario
• Potential for replication to other islands
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GeographyGeography
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DemographyDemography

73.618245.012TOTAL (RAM)
1.4004.474Porto Santo
2.1766.198São Vicente
3.0198.804Santana
8.88629.721Santa Cruz
3.80612.494Ribeira Brava
1.0322.927Porto Moniz
2.5698.125Ponta do Sol
6.12121.747Machico
31.581103.962Funchal
8.95734.614Câmara de Lobos
4.07111.946Calheta

FamiliesInhabitantsDistricts

Source: PPERAM 2000
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Primary energy demand (2000)Primary energy demand (2000)

1 0641 064-Solar
1 018-1 018Wind
7 826-7 826Hydro
12 06612 066-Biomass
14 41914 419-Jet A1
26 59326 593-LPG
47 26747 267-Gasoline
91 85891 232626Diesel
117 8907 738110 152Fuel oil

Total [toe]
Demand for Final 

Consumption 
[toe]

Demand for 
Electric Energy 
Production [toe]

Primary Energy

Source: PPERAM 2000
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Final energy demand by sectorFinal energy demand by sector (2000)(2000)

-100%17,4%10,4%56,4%6,1%3,7%4,7%1,3%

100%247 79743 11525 882139 70115 2279 03411 5043 334
Total

0,4%1 064105883-9-66-Solar

4,9%12 0668 927392-nd-2 486262Biomass

5,8%14 419--14 419----Jet A1

19,1%47 268-13847 063-3829-Gasoline

36,8%91 232-1 80078 218757 7439202 476Diesel

3,1%7 738-774-5 544-1420-Fuel oil

10,8%26 73518 0163 463-4 296194571194LPG

19,1%
47 275
(546,7 
Wh)

16 067
(186,8
MWh)

18 432
(214,3
MWh)

-
-

5 303
(61,7 MWh)

1 059
(12,3 MWh)

6 013
(69,9 MWh)

402
(4,7 MWh)Electricity

Total [toe]Domestic 
[toe]

Services
[toe]

Transports
(toe]Hotels [toe]Construction

[toe]
Industry 

(toe]
Primary

[toe]
Final

Energy

Source: PPERAM 2000
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Coastal infrastructuresCoastal infrastructures
• Port of Funchal
• Port of Porto Santo
• Terminal of Caniçal
• Terminal of Porto Novo
• Terminal of Socorridos
• Terminal of Praia Formosa
• Docks of Câmara de Lobos
• Docks of Ribeira Brava
• Docks of Calheta
• Docks of Machico
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Port of Port of FunchalFunchal
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Terminal of Terminal of CaniçalCaniçal
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Terrestrial transport networkTerrestrial transport network
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Projection of energy demand by products High Projection of energy demand by products High 
scenarioscenario

409 137335 948247 798139 592Total

3 4872 2281 0641 750Solar

9 75010 15212 06617 539Biomass and Waste

19 37816 71614 419450Jet A1

43 19234 98426 73517 541LPG

79 02566 38347 26825 927Gasoline

151 853128 83691 23245 215Diesel

5 4576 7167 7387 129Fuel oil

96 99569 93347 27624 042Electric energy

2010  [toe]2005  [toe]2000  [toe]1991  [toe]Products

Source: PPERAM 2000
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Projection of energy demand by products Low Projection of energy demand by products Low 
scenarioscenario

341 256305 750247 798139 592Total

2 7011 8991 0641 750Solar

10 98210 79212 06617 539Biomass and Waste

17 57715 92014 419450Jet A1

35 78531 63926 73517 541LPG

66 99460 83647 26825 927Gasoline

127 216116 79791 23245 215Diesel

5 0596 3357 7387 129Fuel oil

74 94161 53147 27624 042Electric energy

2010  [toe]2005  [toe]2000  [toe]1991  [toe]Products

Source: PPERAM 2000
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Projection of energy demand by products Projection of energy demand by products 
Voluntary scenarioVoluntary scenario

382 274325 829247 798139 592Total

5 7843 3311 0641 750Solar

9 1959 87512 06617 539Biomass and Waste

19 37816 71614 419450Jet A1

37 48832 73926 73517 541LPG

72 69963 81147 26825 927Gasoline

145 710127 16491 23245 215Diesel

4 4636 0937 7387 129Fuel oil

87 55766 10147 27624 042Electric energy

2010  [tep]2005  [tep]2000  [tep]1991  [tep]Produtos

Source: PPERAM 2000
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StateState--ofof--thethe--art technologiesart technologies

• Maritime transportation

• LNG terminal technology

• Distribution and ground transportation

• Satellite plants

• Final end-uses
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Maritime transportationMaritime transportation

• Type of LNG carriers

o Class Gaz Transport

o Class Technigaz

o Class Moss-Rosenberg

o Others

• Capacities ranging from 18,800 to 135,000 m3

• Typical dimensions for LNG carriers

8.72920040.000
103424370.000

11.844286135.000

Depth
[m]

Width
[m]

Length 
[m]

Capacity
[m3]
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LNG terminal technologyLNG terminal technology

LNG Terminal of Huelva - Spain
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Distribution and ground Distribution and ground 
transportationtransportation

Road tanker for LNG  
Portugal

Construction of the 
trasport network for 
NG - Portugal
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Satellite plantsSatellite plants

UAG
Chaves
Portugal
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Final endFinal end--usesuses
• Energy production

o Combined cycle power plants
o Co-generation applications (gas turbines or 
internal combustion motors)
o Fuel cells

• Industrial applications

• Services applications

• Domestic applications

• Transport applications

o Automotive applications

o Maritime transportation
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Combined cycle power plant Combined cycle power plant 
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Combined cycle power plant Combined cycle power plant 
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CoCo--generation applications generation applications 
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District cooling/heating District cooling/heating 
applicationsapplications
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Integrated LNG endIntegrated LNG end--uses uses 

Electrical 
Energy

LNG

LNGLNG

Cold

Heat

Gas

Building Sector

Industrial Sector

Transports

Turism

END USEElectricity
Distribution

District
Cooling

District
Heating

Gas
Distribution

Option of descentralised 
production of Electricity, 

Heat  and/or Cold
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Integrated LNG endIntegrated LNG end--uses uses 
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Technological optionsTechnological options
• Use an existing coastal infrastructure with the 

necessary adaptations or build a dedicated port
• Maintain the existing power generation 

infrastructure, converting the use of fuel and 
diesel to NG or build a new CCPP

• Use the cold from the LNG to improve industrial 
process energy efficiency (e.g., for power 
generation, food processing, district cooling,…)

• Built a NG distribution/transport network from 
the terminal or transport LNG by road tankers 
and distribute from satellite plants
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Technological constraintsTechnological constraints
• Existing LNG carrier fleet are not adapted for 

small scale transport
• Boil off rate of the tanks should be emitted with 

the stream of NG from the terminal
• Low consumption of NG will result in the 

construction of small storage tanks in the 
terminal

• Madeira’s geography is a complication for the 
construction of transport/distribution network

• Lack of physical space for the construction of 
terminals and other infrastructures

• Existence of disperse settlements
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CONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONS
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A pertinent actionA pertinent action

The action will be pertinent for Madeira Island  
because:

• It will contribute for the replacement of oil 
products with natural gas for energy supply and 
transportation, industrial and building sectors 

• It will contribute to the development of new 
concepts and technology for improved efficiency 
of combined production of electricity, heating 
and cooling
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Targets contributionTargets contribution

• Achieving Kyoto Protocol European Union 
commitments by reducing GHG emission

• Increasing security of supply by the 
promotion of alternative energy sources

• Enhancing sustainable devlopment of energy 
systems and waterborne transport 
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Structure of presentationStructure of presentation

• Introduction
• Scope of the study
• Demand analysis
• LNG to Crete 

• Project risks and small project options
• Supply options 
• Marine Implications 
• Storage Implications

• CNG to Crete 
• Costs
• Summary



IntroductionIntroduction
• Total power installed ~ 650 MW (HFO fired 

steam plant & diesel engines, gasoil fired 
CCGT & GT).

• Additional 93 MW (HFO steam plant) planned 
for 2007-2008.

• 70 MW RES (wind turbines) projected to 
reach a max of 150-160 MW by 2010.

• 1900-2004 annual average growth rate 
approx. 7% in peak power demand and 
energy consumption.

• A total of 200 MW of the existing plants are 
older than  20 years old.



Scope of the StudyScope of the Study

Crete

LNG

CNG
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& storageSupply Utilisation

Gas 
storage

Subsea pipeline



• RAE forecast additional power requirements in the 
range from 550-900 MW to cover needs up to 2020 
(three demand scenarios)

• Energy requirements translated into gas supply 
requirements:

• Gas requirement doubles in a decade from (base case 
scenario) 0.5 bcm/y in 2010 to 1 bcm/y in 2020.  

• In terms of LNG requirement : 0.8 million m3 in 2010 to 
1.6 million m3 2020 ⇒ small scale LNG

• Summer weighted demand profile 
• Summer/winter differential in gas demand from circa 17% 

in 2010 to 27% in 2020

Demand AnalysisDemand Analysis



Project Risk CategoriesProject Risk Categories
• Sponsor risk

• Creditworthiness of participants
• Construction risk

• Experience of contractor, scope for cost or schedule overrun
• Technical risk

• Untried equipment type or size, new vendors
• Offtaker risk

• Stability of end market – volume and price
• Permit/Regulatory risk

• Sitting, environmental & safety risks plus regulatory change
• Reserve risk

• Adequacy of LNG supplies – volume and price
• Political risk



Additional Small Project RisksAdditional Small Project Risks

• Investor risk 
• Cannot benefit from economies of scale – additional cost
• Possible lack of interest

• Supplier risk
• Difficult to secure firm capacity 
• Rely on spot cargoes

• Some additional technical risk
• Flexibility in equipment sizing to meet increasing demand, 

seasonality and daily swings
• Mismatch of LNG carrier – project size
• Age profile of smaller ships
• If breakwater required – disproportionate impact on Capex
• Seismicity of site



LNG to CreteLNG to Crete

Gas/oil
producer

LNG 
liquefaction LNG ship LNG import 

terminal Power plant

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

Option 6

Option 7

7 potential options:

Example:
Puerto Rico EcoEléctrica



• Major LNG suppliers contacted
• Suppliers interested and gas available for Crete
• LNG suppliers want to supply on ex-ship basis as 
part of their existing portfolios 

• Crete benefits from the removal of destination clauses for 
LNG supply to the EU

• Summer weighted demand profile attractive to LNG  
suppliers wishing to diversify summer volumes from North 
European markets

• Ability to receive large ships (138,000m3 +)  significantly 
improves ability to contract and deliver “spot” cargoes

LNG Supply AnalysisLNG Supply Analysis



LNG ShippingLNG Shipping

 

 Cargo size (net) 
 40,000m3 75,000m3 138,000m3 
Demand scenario 2010 2020 2010 2020 2010 2020 
1. Low Case 20 34 11 18 6 10 
2. Base Case 20 41 11 22 6 12 
3. High Case 21 45 11 24 6 13 

Number of cargoes

(n.b. 1 x 138,000m3 cargo = 83 million Nm3 of natural gas)



LNG Marine ImplicationsLNG Marine Implications

• Crete serviced by worldscale LNG ships
• Large storage requirements
• Fuel oil back up avoided
• No breakwater
• Jetty of 600m to 15m water

• Ships chartered
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LNG Storage ImplicationsLNG Storage Implications

• Receive whole of the cargo for the terminal
• Retain sufficient quantity of LNG so not to unnecessarily impact

on the power plant
• Provide cover for weather / schedule delays

Sufficient storage must be available to:
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Vaporisation & GasVaporisation & Gas SendoutSendout
• High flexibility required in terminal design to meet
sendout requirements

• Turndown a major consideration in equipment 
technology, size and number

• Same or more equipment as larger terminals



LNG Process Flow DiagramLNG Process Flow Diagram
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CNGCNG

• Compressed natural gas considered as an 
alternative gas supply option

• CNG supply assumed from Egypt

• 6 CNG developers worldwide

• 3 considered in detail for this project



CNG ShippingCNG Shipping

• CNG cargo size smaller than LNG

• Port calls more frequent

• Project needs dedicated shipping

• Ships unloaded on offshore buoy or jetty

• Jetty still required for fuel oil back up delivery

Ship sizes & numbers proposed for Crete (Base Case):
Supplier 1 6.4 million Nm3, 1 in 2010, 2 in 2020
Supplier 2 2.5 million Nm3, 3 in 2010, 5 in 2020
Supplier 3 3.7 million Nm3, 2 in 2010, 3 in 2020
CNG deliveries (2020) in excess of 400 (Supplier 2)



CNG CNG UUnloadingnloading andand
SStoragetorage RRequirementsequirements

LNG 
Tanker

LNG
Storage

CNG
Storage

Re
gasification

Power
Station

Back up
fuel storage

CNG 
carrier
CNG 
carrier

Dedicated onshore storage

Vessels double 
up as floating 

offshore storage

Optional onshore CNG 
storage – intermittent 

gas deliveries

LNG versus CNG

Fuel oil back up 
system required



CostsCosts

• LNG cost
•Ex liquefaction terminal
•3 sources considered

• LNG shipping charter cost 
plus O&M

• Import terminal capex
• Import terminal opex

LNG

• Cost of gas (Egypt)
• Compression & export terminal 

capex & opex
• CNG carrier capex
• CNG carrier opex
• CNG import terminal & back up 

fuel storage capex
• Import terminal opex

Note that Energy Price assumptions would be much different now c.f. 2004

CNG



Crete SolutionCrete Solution
• Relatively high capital cost on a per unit basis
• Economically positive against mainland Greece gas 
and electricity prices

-0.57-2.13Supplier 3
-0.94-2.08Supplier 2

-1.53 $/MMbtu-1.27 $/MMbtuBase caseSupplier 1
CNGLNGGas Oil

Best solutions

Price Comparison against current power generation fuel
in US$/MMBtu



LNG versus CNGLNG versus CNG

• Proven, mature technology
• Lowest delivered gas price
• Industry interest

• Best solution for Crete

• Developing technology
• Potential risk issues
• Economic gas delivery
• Considerable developer 

interest

• Viable but higher risk 
solution c.f. LNG

LNG CNG



SummarySummary

• Supply of natural gas to Crete by LNG and CNG has 
been studied for power generation

• Scenarios developing to 900 MWe by 2020

• LNG and CNG feasible

• Small LNG project shown to be best economic fuel 
supply scenario

• RAE selected 2 LNG cases for further evaluation
• 1 x 160,000m3 full containment tank
• 2 x 140,000m3 full containment tanks



Thank you for your attentionThank you for your attention
Dr Paul Martin
Advantica Ltd
Ashby Road
Loughborough
LE11 3GR, UK
Tel.  +44 (0)1509 282753
Fax  +44 (0)1509 283080
paul.martin@advantica.biz

Dr Katerina Sardi
Regulatory Authority for Energy
69 Panepistimiou & Aliolou Street
GR 10564
Athens, Greece
sardi@rae.gr
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Linde Engineering

Small Scale LNG Production in EuropeSmall Scale LNG Production in Europe
from the Early Seventies until Today from the Early Seventies until Today ––

ExperienceExperience of a Global LNG Plant of a Global LNG Plant ContractorContractor

Eginhard Berger

Linde AG – Linde Engineering Division
Hoellriegelskreuth near Munich, Germany

The first international conference on
“Small Scale LNG in Europe“
29. - 30. September 2005, Oslo, Norway

Linde Engineering
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Linde Engineering

Types and Purpose of LNG Plants

— LNG Peak Shaving Plants

— LNG Back-up Plants

— LNG Baseload Plants

— LNG Satellite Plants

— LNG Receiving Terminals
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Linde Engineering

LNG Peak Shaving / Back-up Plants built by Linde
Selected References since 1972

Customer and Location Liquefaction
Capacity

Storage
Capacity

Vaporization /
Loading
Capacity

Liquefaction
Process

Date of
Start-Up

Technische Werke der Stadt
Stuttgart AG, Stuttgart,
Germany

30 000 m³ 2 235 kmol/h Open mixed
refrigerant

cycle

1972

NV Nederlandse Gasunie,
Maasvlakte,
Netherlands

LNG
LN2

114 500 m³
16 400 m³

44 650 kmol/h Expander process
and N2 cycle with
expansion turbine

1976

Distrigaz SA,
Zeebrugge,
Belgium

LNG
LN2

114 500  m³
19 000 m³

15 600 kmol/h N2 cycle with
expansion

turbine

1978

Technische Werke der Stadt
Stuttgart AG, Stuttgart
Germany

30 000 m³ 4 460 kmol/h N2/CH4 cycle
with expansion

turbine

1987

170 kmol*)/h

4000 Nm3/h

580 kmol/h
115 kmol/h

13000 Nm3/h LNG

511 kmol/h
101 kmol/h

11000 Nm3/h LNG

265 kmol/h
6000 Nm3/h

*) 1 kmol = 22.414 Nm3

Mossgas (Pty) Ltd,
Mossel Bay,
RSA

10 000 m³ 9 250 kmol/h Closed mixed
refrigerant

cycle

1992745 kmol/h
16700 Nm3/h
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Linde Engineering

Small LNG Baseload Plants built by Linde
Selected References

Customer and Location Liquefaction
Capacity

Storage
Capacity

Vaporization /
Loading
Capacity

Liquefaction
Process

Date of
Start-Up

Naturgass Vest
Bergen
Norway

2,000 m³ Carrier and Truck
Loading

Closed mixed
refrigerant

cycle

2003

Bayernwerk AG,
Gablingen,
Germany

60 m³ LNG Carrier
Loading

Condensation
by Liquid N2

1998

Aga,
Tjeldbergodden,
Norway

200 m³ - Condensation
by Liquid N2

1997

300 kmol/h
6700 Nm3/h

(120 tpd, 42 000 tpa)

45 kmol/h
1000 Nm3/h

58 kmol/h

Energy Equity Corp. Ltd,
Alice Springs,
Australia

200 m³

-

N2 cycle with
expansion

turbine

198956.6 kmol/h

Xinjiang Guanghui
Industry and Commerce
Group Co. Ltd.
Tuha Oil Field, Shan Shan,
Xinjiang, China

30 000 m³ Road, Rail and
Container
Losding

Closed mixed
Refrigerant

cycle

20042 800 kmol/h
62500 Nm3/h

(1 300 tpd,
430 000 tpa)
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Linde Engineering

Selected LNG Satellite Plants built by Linde

Customer and Location Storage
Capacity

Vaporizer
Capacity

Erdgas Südbayern,
Munich,
Germany

2 500 Nm³/h100 m³

Type of
Vaporizer

air heated

Stadtwerke Göppingen,
Göppingen,
Germany

5 000 Nm³/h250 m³ hot water heated

Schleswag AG,
Rendsburg,
Germany

1 20 Nm³/h25 m³ air heated

Stadtwerke Lippstadt GmbH,
Lippstadt,
Germany

1 800 Nm³/h4 x 75 m³ air heated

Scottish Gas,
Edinburgh,
Scotland

2 200 Nm³/h180 m³ air heated

Technische Werke der Stadt Stuttgart AG,
Herrenberg,
Germany

5 000 Nm³/h2 x 250 m³ hot water heated

Gasversorgung Oberschwaben,
Ravensburg,
Germany

2 500 Nm³/h100 m³ air heated
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Linde Engineering

LNG Plant for EnBW
Stuttgart, Germany

Capacities:
Liquefaction:
Vaporization:
Storage:

6 100 Nm³/h6 100 Nm³/h
100 000 Nm³/h100 000 Nm³/h

30 000 m³30 000 m³
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Linde Engineering

LNG Peakshaving Plant Operation Mode
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Linde Engineering

LNG Peakshaving Plant
Maasvlakte, Netherlands
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Linde Engineering

Brazed Aluminium Plate-Fin Heat Exchangers
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Linde Engineering

LNG Plant Mossel Bay

Cold Box
contains a SWHE with
about 4,000 m² 
heating surface
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Linde Engineering

LNG Plant Gablingen

Process Scheme of Natural Gas Purification and Liquefaction Plant:
Liquid N2 from Air Separation Plant

Liquid N2 from
Air Separation Plant

N2 to Atmosphere

Natural Gas from Pipeline LNG to Trucks

N2 Liquid

LNG

E3

E2

D1
P1

D2

E4

E1

A1A/B
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Linde Engineering

LNG Plant Gablingen, Germany 
0.0071 MTPA (1000 Nm³/h)

Refrigerant: Liquid Nitrogen from Air Separation Plant
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Linde Engineering

LNG Basload Plant Kollsnes, Norway 
0.04 MTPA LNG Production
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Linde Engineering

Energy Consumption

Energy Consumption
versus Feed Pressure

Energy Consumption
versus Cooling Temperature
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Linde Engineering

Trend of LNG Processes for LNG Plants
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Linde Engineering

Trend of LNG Processes for LNG Plants
LNG Process selection versus plant capacity
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Linde Engineering

Typical Block Diagram
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Linde Engineering

Typical Flow Diagram
NG Liquefaction with Mixed Refrigerant Cycle
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Linde Engineering

Spiral Wound Heat Exchangers

OxygenOxygen Plant No. 14Plant No. 14
manufacturedmanufactured 19101910
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Linde Engineering

0.4 MTPA Shan Shan LNG Plant
Sectional View
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Linde Engineering

Typical Small LNG Chain 
Mass + Energy Balance

NG 
Liquefaction
Plant
1000 TPD 

Fuel Gas 
Consumption f. 
Regeneration
Gas Heating:

LNG 
Satellite /
Vaporisation 
Stations

Internal
Fuel Gas 
Consumpt. for
Vaporisation:

Natural Gas
Feed:

1153 TPD
688 MW (HHV)

Tail Gas to
Local Gas Grid:

82 TPD
47 MW (HHV)

LNG Truck / Ship
Transport:

1000 TPD
632 MW (HHV)

Sales Gas after
Vaporisation in 
Satellite Station:

984 TPD
622 MW (HHV)

Electric Power 
from the Local
Power Grid:
17.2 MW

*) includes fuel gas + CO2 + N2, which is going to the atmosphere

71 TPD *)
9 MW (HHV)

16 TPD
10 MW (HHV)
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Linde Engineering

Typical Small LNG Chain Energy Balance,
CAPEX and OPEX

Specific Feed / Fuel Gas Cost:
Specific electric power cost

0.1
0.6

NOK/KWh
NOK/KWh

TPD

Total HHV MW

Electric Power 

from the Grid MW

Mill NOK / a (8000 h/a)

Mill €/a

1153

688

550

66

Specific Sales Gas Price
1 NOK=

0.35
0.1206

NOK/KWh
EUR

Feed

gas

1000

632

LNG to 

Trucks

82

47

132

16

Tail Gas to

Local Grid

984

622

1742

210

Sales Gas fr.

Satellite

Station

12

17.2

83

10

Electric

Power 

fr.Grid

1241

150

Profit (b. Tax

a. other

Operat. Cost)
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Linde Engineering

Small LNG Production and Distribution
Economy of Scale
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Rough pay-out time (CAPEX/profit) a (years)

Vaporized Gas Price Equal Diesel (0.42€/l) Price (based on heating value)

$ /

MMBTU

€ /

Liter

NOK /

Liter

Feed and

Fuel gas

Price

LNG

Sales

Price

Diesel

equival.

Price

3.0 0.06 0.47

14.714.714.7 0.28 2.28

14.714.714.7 0.42 3.49
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Linde Engineering

Benefits of Small LNG Plants

Closing remarks:

— New era of meeting the demand for natural gas

— Dynamic development of natural gas markets

— Reduction of the environmental constraints in 

terms of emission levels

— High degree of flexibility to match fluctuating or 

peak demand

— Optimum use of indigenous natural gas sources



Linde Engineering

Thank you

for your attention
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Hamworthy Gas Systems AS
Who ? What ?
Owned by Hamworthy PLC with HQ in UK
Gas division located in Norway, approx 200 employees
International operations
Total commitment to innovation 
Products mainly for production and transportation of oil & gas
40 years of gas system delivery references  
Gas Division supplies high technology products for:

Cargo handling on gas carriers & FSO/FPSO’s
Reliquefaction systems for  LPG, LEG & LNG
Inertgas- og Nitrogen-generators

Recovery of VOC from crude on shuttletankers/terminals
Condensation of VOC with 100% emission reduction

Regassification directly from LNG-carriers/FSRU
Test plant under construction in cooperation with shipowner

Onshore LNG production 
Small scale plants e.g “Snurrevarden” (30 tonn/day )
Mini LNG-plants (Sintef)  (8 – 40 tonn/dag)



Small scale LNG production

Peak shaving plants have been in 
operation  for many years. 
Natural gas is liquified and stored as 
LNG in tanks. 
In periods with high demand, LNG is 
regasified and distributed in the 
pipeline grid.

Distribution of gas in pipelines to  
customers may not be available or 
feasible, e.g Norway

Small gas reserves can be utilized 
e.g associated gas from oil 
producion, small gas fields, land fill 
gas , etc.

LNG as fuel to small local power 
plants, local industry or vehicles and 
ships

Why such plants ?



Plant comparisons

Baseload  LNG plant

LNG Snurrevarden

Mini LNG plant



Baseload LNG vs LNG Snurrevarden vs Mini LNG

Baseload LNG Plants

Annual prod. : >2.5 million t
Process : 90% is APCI

Processing steps :
Gas sweetening
Gas dehydration
Precooling
LPG fractionation
Liquefaction

CAPEX factor: 1
Efficiency factor : 1
Storage capacity : > 200000m³
Export facilities : LNG ships
Gas source: Gas wells

Small scale LNG 
Example: Snurrevarden

Annual prod. : ~21 000 t
Process : Brayton/N2 

Processing steps:
Gas sweetening
Gas dehydration
Precooling
LPG removal
Liquefaction

CAPEX factor: 1.2
Efficiency factor : 2
Storage capacity : 250 m³
Export facilities : Trailers,
coastal LNG ship
Gas source: Pipeline gas

Mini LNG plants

Annual prod:  5800 t/ unit
Process : MCR

Processing steps:
Gas sweetening
O2/N2 removal
(landfill/bio,etc)
Gas dehydration
Precooling
LPG fractionation
Liquefaction

CAPEX factor : 2
Efficiency factor : 2
Storage capacity :<250 m³
Export facilities : Trailers
Gas sources:
Landfills, sewage, 
agriculture (biogas), 
stranded gas, abandoned 
coal mines



Hamworthy’s types of LNG plants

Mini-LNG (per unit)
2 900 – 5 800 t/yr
(8 – 16 t/day)

Small scale (Peak shaving size)
7 200 – 180 000 t/yr
(20 - 500 t/day)

Base-load
1500 – 5000 k t/yr
(4000-14000 t/day)



Challenges with small scale plants...

…..are simply to:

keep CAPEX low
keep OPEX down

….unfortunately these can be 
contradictory:

a low cost plant can be expensive to 
operate
an efficient plant can be expensive to 
build

…the solution is to:

find the best compromise between 
CAPEX and OPEX



..how to solve ?

…Challenges are solved by :
thorough planning
simple construction
unmanned operation
selection of correct pre-treatment
right choice of process



Gas pre treatment

Components that freeze out at LNG temperature have to be 
removed before liquefaction, e.g H2O and CO2. The amount 
of H2S, O2, mercury and glycol need to be under control

Two main options are available for removing CO2; 
mole sieve and amine systems

Mole sieve:
Selective CO2 adsorption by zeolites
Regeneration by pressure swing and/or heating 
H2O removed upstream CO2 mole-sieve from a relative 
dry gas (d.p=-18°C@69 bar)

Amine
Absorption of CO2 in amine/water mix in a column 
Regeneration by boil out
Gas will be saturated with H2O in this process and water 
needs to be removed in drier plus molesieve

Why do we have to pre-treat the gas ?   



The best liquefaction process.....

LNG production requires that gas is cooled down from 
ambient temperature to -163 °C. 

Theoretically the gas’ cool down curve and the refrigerants 
heating curve should be as close as possible during the entire 
process.

An efficient process is achieved by not generating more cold 
duty than required at any temperature level in the process.

Do not produce LNG at a lower pressure than required 
having in mind storage time and pressure down-stream the 
LNG chain. This requires power !



Process alternatives

Cascade plant
Pro : Efficient
Cons: Complicated to operate, many compressors, many 
components, heat exchangers and separators (typically 
9 stages)
= not optimal for small plants

MCR-process (Multi-component refrigerant: N2 + div light 
hydrocarbons) 

Pro: Efficient, one machine, one heat exchanger  
Cons: Sensitive to changes in refrigerant composition

Brayton-process using N2 as refrigerant (Snurrevarden)
Pro: Simple, few components, clean N2 as refrigerant, 
efficency maintained with varying capacity
Cons: Efficiency



LNG liquefaction

Snurrevarden LNG plant - Norway

• First free-standing small scale
(micro) LNG plant in Northern-
Europe

• Hamworthy EPCIC contract
with GASNOR for small scale
LNG plant

• LNG production capacity 60 
ton/day (2500 kg/hr)

• Unmanned operation

• The plant produced first LNG on
15th March 2003 

• The feasibility of the  
technology has  been  
demonstrated successfully



Snurrevarden – Process flow diagram

Feed gas

<-160°C

-160°C

P-10--

P-3--

H2O & Hg removal

LPG separator

LNG heat exchanger – section 2

Expander

LNG heat exchanger - section 1

LNG heat exchanger
Section 3

N2 compressor
3 stages

CO2 removal

LNG storage tank

P-10--

k l

P-3--



LNG Snurrevarden

Returngas 
compressorCO2 removal

H2O removal

Storage tank

Gas engine

LPG separator &
Gas condensation (LNG)

Cooling cycle 
compressor

Instrument air &
Nitrogen



CO2 removal

H2O removal

Storage tank

Gas engine

LPG separator &
Gas condensation (LNG)

Cooling cycle 
compressor

Instrument air &
Nitrogen

Onshore plant vs installation on LNG carrier; 
LNG production capacity 60 ton/day (2500kg/hr)
Pre-treatment of feed gas, removal of CO2 & water (not on LNG carriers)

Feed gas pressure to be  reduced – no need for low duty compressors

Main equipment same as for the ships;
Similar 3 stage centrifugal compressor with expander for refrigeration cycle 
Similar cold box type (plate fin heat exchanger)
Same control system  principles

Snurrevarden LNG plant has resulted in awards of – 12 LNG RS for LNG Carriers  !

LNG Reliquefaction system



Snurrevarden LNG plant - Norway

Succesful operation in more 
than 2 years

Unmanned operations

Contractual requirement 
free regulation from 
1.670 kg / hr to 
max capacity 2.500 kg/hr

After commissioning:
Free regulation from 0 kg/hr
up to max capacity 

Max achieved capacity 
= 2.831 kg/hr



Hamworthy Gas Systems AS

LNG Reliquefaction project

Hamworthy awarded new contract
New add. capacity 84000 ton/year
Storage 4000 m3

Truckloading with 250 m3 tank



New refrigerant cycle for Kollsnes LNG
3 stage N2 centrifugal  compressor with 2 expanders

Improved cold box performance
(reduced exergy losses)

Reduced power consumption 
(- 30-35% compared with Snurrevarden)



Mini LNG plant

Intended for local utilization of natural gas in areas without central 
pipeline connection
Gas from pipeline, local reservoir or landfills
Sizes from 1 – 16 tons LNG per day

Patented μ - LNG plant (Sintef)



Gas treatment

Gas engine

Liquefaction
unit

Storage

Truck terminal

Energy and cost 
effective modularised 
LNG plant with the 
following features:

Capacity 1 to 16
tons/day

Modularised LNG
plant, in frames

Pretreatment 

LNG liquefaction

Gas engine

Storage

Truck terminal

Mini LNG plant



Gas treatment

Gas engine

Liquefaction
unit

Storage

Truck terminal

Using standard 
equipment for 
low investment 
cost and fast 
manufacture of 
the liquefaction 
unit
Movable plant

Refrigeration 
cycle with mixed 
refrigerant 
(N2,C1,C2,C3,C4) 
for low energy 
demand

Mini LNG plant



Hamworthy mini-LNG plant design

Liquefaction by letting the feed 
gas flow through three 

subsequential plate-type heat
exchangers at high pressure.

The feed gas is cooled against an 
evaporating multi-component 
refrigerant (MCR) flowing in a 
closed circuit. The MCR is partly 
liquefied and the phases 
separated, to obtain appropriate 
refrigerant compositions at each 
temperature level. 

The process can be carried out 
with narrow temperature 
differences and good efficiency



Lab Prototype of mini LNG plant

Sintef has developed a fully 
instrumented pilot plant
Liquefaction of methane in a 
closed circuit
Production: 1 ton LNG/day
In operation since October 2003
Long term test during autumn 2004 
successful with 2 months of 
continuous 24-7 fully automated 
operation 
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CASE ANALYSIS OF NORWEGIAN
INTERMEDIATE LNG STORAGE

Audun S. Jetlund, MARINTEK

Roy Scott Heiersted, Statoil
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Small scale LNG concepts for regional development
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LNG sourcing and distribution

LNG sourcing options
• LNG imports from baseload terminal, e.g. Zeebrügge, Snøhvit, Isle of Grain

• Local LNG production and distribution

• Distribution via regional hubs, alternatively direct shipments to local users

Case analysis
• Transport chain optimisation

• Chain costs and budget tariffs

• Containerised vs. bulk redistribution of LNG

• Competitiveness of LNG in a chain perspective

• Sensitivity and robustness analysis

Based on MARINTEK analyses and Innogas data & chain-optimisation tools
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Sourcing and distribution options

Baseload
terminal

Intermediate
LNG storage

Regional 
terminal

End-user

Local LNG 
production

Local transport      
-LP pipelines        
-Trucks

Sea transportSea transport

Sea transport

Key questions

LNG market and market build-up

LNG sourcing options

Facilities location hubs/receiving terminals

Mode/capacity of distribution links

Preferred solutions for market build-up and 
dissemination

Local LNG 
production

Baseload
terminal

Sea transport

Sea tra
nsp

ort

End-user
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Accessible Norwegian natural gas market

Total volume

Source: MARINTEK Report: ”Framtidsbilde     
for norsk naturgassdistribusjon 2015-2025”All figures in million Sm3
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Proposed locations for intermediate LNG 
storage
• Østfold
• Vestfold
• Trondheim

Depot to be located in vicinity of a relatively
large gas consumer / market to minimize
redistribution cost

LNG sourcing to Intermediate storage
• Zeebrügge
• Melkøya (Snøhvit)
• Local production (Western coast)

Intermediate LNG storage
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LNG sourcing alternatives

Intermediate LNG hub or regional terminal

Snøhvit, Hammerfest

Zeebrügge

Algeria

Baseload / import LNG terminal
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Local LNG production alternative
Exisiting 40 kton production capacity at 
Kollsnes, to be upgraded to 100 kton p.a.

Existing production plant at Snurrevarden, 
Karmøy with 20 kton capacity

Planned production facilities at Risavika
(Stavanger), 300 kton

Potential LNG plant at the Northwestern coast

Kollsnes

Snurrevarden

Risavika

Northwestern
Norway

Existing LNG production plant
Potential LNG production plant

Cost of local LNG production

0
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100

150

200
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400
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Short sea LNG shipping to local receiving terminals

Shipping routes

LNG production

Potential terminals

Eastern route

Western route

Northern route

2 x 3000 m3 LNG 
vessels

Vessel + terminal tariff 
50 – 60 øre/Sm3 

2 x 3000 m3 LNG 
vessels

Vessel + terminal tariff 
50 – 60 øre/Sm3 

4 x 3000 / 2 x 6000 
m3 LNG vessels

Vessel + terminal tariff 
30 øre/Sm3 
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LNG import to Eastern Hubs (Østfold / Vestfold)

2015 market volume totals: 494 Mill. Sm3

Shipping distance from Zeebrügge 545 nm, similar
distance from Isle of Grain

• Sourcing rely on LNG pricing and availability
• Distance to Østfold from Snøhvit is 1135 nm! 

Optimal fleet, 2015 volume: 2 x 6 000 m3 vessels

High economy of scale exploitation at 500 MSm3

Location Local demand [Mill. Sm3]
Egersund 17

Lista 8

Kristiansand 40

Grenland 50

Hurum 95

Oslo 144

Østfold 140

Total volume 494

Realizable 2015 market potential

Zeebrügge

Østfold

Cost - volume sensitivity
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Fleet size calculations
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LNG import to Northern Hub (Trondheim)

2015 market volume totals: 166 Mill. Sm3

Shipping distance from Snøhvit is 591 nm, 
distance from Zeebrügge 843 nm

• Sourcing rely on LNG pricing and availability

Optimal fleet, 2015 volume: 1 x 4 500 m3 vessels

High economy of scale exploitation / vessel
utilization at 150 MSm3

Zeebrügge

Trondheim

Realizable 2015 market potential
Location Local demand [Mill. Sm3]

Fosen 10

Trondheim 50

Kristiansund 22

Sunndalsøra 15

Ålesund 10

Ulstein 10

Florø 6

Årdal 10

Høyanger 15

Husnes 18

Total volume 166

Cost - volume sensitivity
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Fleet size calculations
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Local LNG production and hub distribution

Eastern hub volume:      
494 MSm3,                         
here supplied from 
Risavika

Northern hub volume: 
166 MSm3, here
supplied from 
Northwestern Norway 
/ Aukra area

Shipping distances
• Aukra - Trondheim: 

141 nm
• Risavika - Østfold: 

259 nm

Kollsnes

Snurrevarden

Risavika

Northwestern
Norway

Existing LNG production plant

Potential LNG production plant

Cost - volume sensitivity
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Redistribution from hub to end-user

Assume 1/3 of hub volumes
to relatively large local
industry user

Remaining 2/3 of import 
volume is redistributed

Redistributed volumes are
trucked to end-user satellite
storage plant

Trucking cost < 50 øre/Sm3

Investering i LNG kundelager
Estimerte investeringskostnader
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Redistribution from hub to end-user

Assume average trucking
costs at 30 øre/Sm3           
(300 km)

Significant economy of
scale for satellite storage
plant, achieved for volumes
over 3 mill. Sm3

Redistribution tariff
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Comparison of sourcing and distribution concepts

[øre/Sm3]

Northern hub Eastern hub Northern hub Eastern hub Northern route Western Route Eastern Route

Local production - - - -

LNG price / production cost 113 128 113 150 113 150 150

Shipping tariff 24 16,5 20 15 40 40 25

Hub storage 12 4,5 9 8 10 - 20 10 - 20 5

Total, sourcing and 
distribution, 
large consumers at hub

149 149 142 173 163 - 173 200 - 210 180

Redistribution, tank/ 
container trucking,
 short sea shipping etc

30 - 50 30 - 50 30 - 50 30 - 50 - - -

Local distribution grid/truck 
etc 30 - 50 30 - 50 30 - 50 30 - 50 30 - 50 30 - 50 30 - 50

Total, sourcing and 
distribution, 
small consumers

209 - 249 209 - 249 202 - 242 233 - 273 193 - 223 230 - 260 210 - 230

* Oil reference price: USD 40 / barrel

Import hub Local LNG production and short sea shippingLocal production and hub
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Containerisation
Container based freight solutions

• Flexible solution that minimizes capital investment and risk during market 
build-up

• Whenever local cluster of gas users is insufficient to justify LNG terminals

• Initial phase of gas conversion/pilot testing

Bulk vs. container transport
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Conclusions

Regional/Local LNG production is economically viable, also for 
moderate/large volumes and high capacity systems

Regional production competitive for
• Major consumer hubs
• Distributed consumers and deliveries

Distribution via redistribution hubs is preferred only when there are
significant consumers at the hub. Large LNG terminals for 
redistribution will not exist without significant gas consumer in vicinity
of terminal due to extra redistribution costs

Economy of small scale system highly sensitive to capacity utilization
of regional LNG production plant and transportation system

Containerised solutions enable market build-up at low cost and risk



LNG in the future
Scandinavian gas 
transmission and 

distribution ---

Per Jørgensen, Deputy Director, Rambøll 
Energy & Oil/Gas
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LNG in the future Scandinavian gas transmission 
and distribution

Scandinavia as a white spot on the European gas map

Responsibility to develop the gas infrastructure:

the industry or 

authorities and politicians

LNG and security of supply

LNG and seasonal variation in gas demand

Economic advantage of combining pipeline transportation and LNG

Conclusions
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Scandinavia as a ”White Spot” on the European 
gas map

Amber Pipeline

Yamal-Europe Pipeline

BalticPipe

Scandinavian Gas Ring

Balticconnector

North European Gas Pipeline

Mid-Nordic Gas Pipeline

Baltic Gas Interconnector

Nordic Gas Grid
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Oslo and Stockholm are the only two capitals in 
Europe without access to natural gas

Unique energy supply situation with risk of disruption of energy supply

Impact on industy location

Should Oslo and Stockholm take the intitiative if the Governments don´t
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Distances from gas storage and gas fields

Gas fields – new fields are located 
in Mid-Norway

Underground gas storage

Denmark 
Stenlille

Ll. Torup

Latvia, Incucalns

Poland

Germany

LNG

Zeebrügge
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Gas infrastructure in Scandinavia and Baltic Sea
area have not materialised so far - why not?

In southern Europe: Introduction of gas to Greece, Spain and 
Portugal:

Structural funds
High electricity prices
Environmental resistance against coal and nuclear

North Sea area:
Gas producers in Norway, the UK and Denmark behind new 
infrastructure

Scandinavia and the Baltic Sea area
Producers reluctant – who has the market ? Norway or Russia ?
Consumers hesitant to use natural gas – Biomass as competitor
Unclear division of responsibility between producers, consumers 
and politicians/authorities
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Barriers to introduction of natural gas into
Scandinavian energy system

Competition from other energy supply:

Hydro power in Norway and Sweden

Nuclear in Sweden and Finland

Coal for CHP plants in Denmark and Finland

Bioenergy in Norway, Sweden and Denmark

Geography

Long distances and low population density

Few locations for underground gas storage in Norway, Sweden, 
Finland

Borders to be crossed for gas supply 
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Underground gas storage – import countries
focus on strategic storage – Sweden ??
 Gas storage capacities
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Main barrier – border crossings 

Adding up of transmission tariffs – no influence on transmission 
tariffs upstream or downstream

Uncertainty about security of supply

Lack of underground gas storage

No transparancy in gas prices

LNG transportation could be the solution to overcome such 
obstacles, or 

Offshore pipelines could be the solution to by-pass transit 
countries
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Responsibility to develop new gas infrastructure 
– vacuum due to unclear division of work

Gas producers and suppliers ?

Gas transmission system operators ?

Gas buyers (industries, distribution companies)

Different legislation in the Scandinavian countries

Responsibility for planning of new infrastructure

Ownership – private or public

Gas storage – regulated or competitive  
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LNG locations in Scandinavia – selected
proposals – Sweden, Norway and Denmark

Oxelösund

Stigsnæs

Stockholm

Gävle

Østfold
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LNG advantage compared to pipelines

Direct supply is possible – no border crossings

Small volumes are possible

Can be used as front runner for pipeline systems to develop
market (Spain)

Alternative to main supplier (Greece and Turkey)

Supply from different sources is possible
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Security of gas supply

The consumer at the end of the pipeline systems will have least
security of supply

Looped pipeline systems preferred, but expensive

Particular risk to Scandinavia

Offshore crossings and pipelines

Ice coverage may extend repair time

LNG can contribute to increased security of supply
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Seasonal variations – Denmark to Sweden as 
example – nominal capacity 6,8 mcm/day

 
Daily flow from Dragør
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Oslo – variation in daily temperatures 
Cold periods only last short period

Oslo temperatures -  dec-feb 1995/96

-25,0

-20,0

-15,0

-10,0

-5,0

0,0

5,0

1 5 9 13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41 45 49 53 57 61 65 69 73 77 81 85 89

Scandinavia is cold compared to 
most of the rest of Europe

Large variations in temeperatures 
from day to day

Cold peaks only last approx. a 
week

Need for gas storage with large 
withdrawal capacity

Storage volume could be limited
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Peak load alternatives
Comparision

Underground gas storage
Aquifer 
Caverns (salt, rock)

Oil use for consumers with dual fuel capabilities

LNG import facility 

LNG peak load plant based on local production

Air-propane

Hydro power - electricity
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Economic advantage of use of LNG facilities

Higher utilisation of gas pipelines 

Transport tariffs are based on capacities in Denmark and Sweden

An example of small LNG

20,000 m3 LNG=12mcm natural gas

delivery capacity 50,000 m3 per hour

Investment cost 50 MEUR

Savings in gas transmission tariffs in Denmark: 2½ MEUR/year

Savings in gas transmission tariffs in Sweden: 5 MEUR/year

Savings in gas storage cost in Denmark: 2½ MEUR/year
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Willingness to pay for peak load capacity – UK 
market as example

Gas Price (UK NBP)
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LNG in gas distribution

Gas distribution is often more expensive than transmission
transmission for small consumer
distribution for small consumer

Use of lorries or train

Low population density in Scandinavia makes distribution 
relatively expensive as compared to rest of Europe

Direct use of LNG or use in a local distribution system, which
later on can be connected to a transmission system

Supply to isolated islands, like Bornholm in Denmark
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Conclusions about pipeline and LNG development

LNG and pipeline transmission supplement each other, as there
are few suitable locations for underground gas storage in 
Scandinavia – need for clear policy and legislation

LNG can help to overcome cross-border problems associated with 
pipeline solutions

LNG can be a front runner for gas pipelines 

LNG can increase security of gas supply

LNG can secure better utilisation of pipeline systems and hereby
improve economy – secure use of gas in Scandinavia
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Environmental performance Natural Gas fuel
“LNG competes with pipeline gas to support 
Economic growth in an environmentally 
responsible manner” 
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Large scale LNG developments over last 30 years

• Pronounced development in Far East, in particular Japan
• Atlantic rim revitalized from mid nineties
• LNG liquefaction trains increase in size to improve cost efficiency 
• LNG Carriers grow from 125,000 to 145,000+ m3

• LNG storage tanks: standardized and growing dimensions
from 100,000 m3 to 160,000 – 200,000 m3

• LNG receiving terminals in Europe carve out their own market
and depend on NG trunk-line transportation grid

• Reducing unit costs for LNG Carriers and LNG terminals 
• Only in Japan, USA, and Iberian peninsula: small satellite terminals

using LNG trucking
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Typical large scale LNG Carrier (spherical type)

Courtesy: Shell• Capacity 120,000 – 165,000 m3 (future: 200,000 – 250,000 m3 – membrane type) 
• Length overall: up to 300 m         (future: 325 – 350 m)  / Draft < 12.5 m

Remarks:  
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European LNG terminals (2005)
“Each terminal traditionally carved out its geographic area with customers, 
linked via trunk-lines”

Operational LNG terminal LNG terminal under development
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Aerial view recent LNG terminal (Sines Portugal)

Courtesy: Transgas Atlantico
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LNG Satellite terminals in Japan

Ito Gas (Under 
construction)

Ohmura, Kyushu Gas

Iwaki, Iwaki Gas

Misugidai, Seibu Gas

Nagata, Seibu Gas

Tamagawa, Wakamatsu Gas

Onoda, Yamaguchi Godo Gas
(Under construction)

Shibukawa Gas

Sobu, Sobu Gas

Narita, Chiba Gas

Murakami, Murakami Gas

Moriya, Tobu Gas

Nakoso, Joban City Gas

Yoshima, Tobu Gas

Furukawa Gas

Minato, Kanazawa City

B.S. Tochigi

Sowa (Under construction)

Hitachi, Tokyo Gas

Joban Kyodo Gas (Under construction)

Kokubuhayato Gas Shimizu,
Shizuoka Gas

Kesennuma Gas

Hamamatsu Production Service Center, 
Chubu Gas (Under construction)

Hakodate, Hokkaido Gas
(Under construction)

Hachinohe (Under construction)

Courtesy: Tokyo Gas Engineering

May 2005
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Trucks: supply tool for many LNG Satellite terminals
Japan: Europe:

25 tonTotal Weight

App. 17mTotal Length

0.6 MPaDesign Pressure

12 ton-LNGTank Capacity (typ.)

40 ton

App. 22 m

0.9 MPa

20 ton-LNG

Picture: courtesy Tokyo Gas Engineering
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Alternative: LNG Container for rail or ferry transport

23.5 tonTotal Weight

App. 12mTotal Length

0.6 MPaDesign Pressure

13.5 ton-LNGTank Capacity

Picture: courtesy Tokyo Gas Engineering
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Schematic Process Flow Diagram small scale LNG

Storage Tank

BOG Heater

Vaporizer

Gas Holder

LPG Tank

LPG Vaporazer
LPG Pump

Vaporizer

LNG

Odorization

Notes:
• LPG ballasting typical for Japan, not needed in Europe
• this satellite concept with pressurized LNG (bullet) storage
• typical capacities: 5,000 – 20,000 ton/annum (250 – 1000 trucks pa)
• distance to main terminals: preferably < 200 km 
• well proven, and implementation time < 24 months
• investment in satellite terminal with limited LNG storage: < € 20 m  to € 30 m  

PFD: Courtesy Tokyo Gas Engineering
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Typical small satellite (Onada – Yamaguchi Godo Gas)

4 x 1 ton/hrSend-out capacity

3 x 100 m3Storage capacity

3,200 m2Site area

7,400 ton paCapacity

Courtesy: Tokyo Gas Engineering
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New small scale LNG terminals in Europe?

• NG trunk-lines in most areas of central Europe fulfill distribution

• Remote towns & industries on Iberian Peninsula and Scandinavia

where trunk-line construction is not economically viable

• Islands with communities > 50,000 inhabitants and/or industries

• Clean NG fuel needed for environmental reasons triggers

feasibility studies to develop new satellite terminals  

• Concerns about road transport in congested area’s and geography

turns focus to transport of LNG by water (example Norway scheme)

• Choice maritime transport: 

Supply in small LNG shuttle Carrier from existing (nearby) LNG terminal

Large LNG Carrier in “milk-run” from (remote) LNG liquefaction plant 
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Small LNG shuttle carriers from main terminals

• Requires the main terminal to be designed to allow transshipment
LP pumping capacity de-bottlenecking (loading rates 500 – 3000 m3/hr?)

piping line-up towards jetty

jetty suitable to receive small carriers (Loa: 100 – 200 m)

main jetty capacity, or dedicated small carrier berth?

cost for upgrading main LNG terminal may range: € 5 m – € 15 m) 

• Choice in LNG shuttle carriers:
capacity of carrier(s) to meet demand growth over time

standardization and fleet construction => redundancy and supply security

pressurized or atmospheric storage tanks => terminal LNG storage tank type 

co-operation between various operators to streamline shipping (e.g.

“milk-runs”) to reduce shipping costs

modest parcel sizes allows to keep storage tank costs in Satellite in check 
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Example new hub: Planned Maasvlakte LNG 

Maasvlakte

Europoort

Eurogeul

Hoek van Holland

LNG Terminal

MOT

Courtesy: Vogas LNG (= NV Nederlandse Gasunie + Koninklijke Vopak NV)
Port of Rotterdam – The Netherlands 
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Plan with option for 2 jetties to allow transshipment

LNG jetties

LNG storageLNG process area

Maasvlakte Oil Terminal

Caland Channel

Courtesy: Vogas LNG (= NV Nederlandse Gasunie + Koninklijke Vopak NV)
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Schematic Process Diagram – Main LNG terminal 

(n+1)

FROM SEAWATER INTAKE

TO SEAWATER OUTFALL

OFFPLOT

ONPLOT

Jetty

Storage tanks

Flare BOGC Recon. HP pumps Vaporizers (ORV) Metering

Warm water

Possible upgrades for transshipment:
• larger and/or extra LP LNG pumps
• line-up liquid & vapor return lines to jetty
• berthing facilities on jetty
• loading arm reach
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Example of modest scale LNG Carrier

Remarks:
• dedicated shipping Bintulu – Japan
• carrier capacity: 19,000 m3

• dictated by receiving port / terminal
• tank type: atmospheric / membrane
• propulsion: steam turbine 
• number of carriers: 3
• operational since mid nineties

Picture: courtesy Tokyo Gas Engineering
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Example of small scale LNG Carrier

Picture: courtesy Tokyo Gas EngineeringRemarks:
• dedicated shipping to Hakodate (Hokkaido - Japan) – start-up target end 2005
• carrier capacity: 2,500 m3 (concept expandable to 5,000 m3, and possibly 10,000 m3)
• tank type: semi pressurized / bullet-type (by Kawasaki Shipbuilding.Co.)

• propulsion: diesel engine
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Capex for small scale LNG Carriers

PRICE ESTIMATES FOR GAS CARRIERS
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Remarks:
• capex indications date back to 2003 (before escalation metal prices)
• standardization and rationalization are needed to bring unit costs down
• break-bulk operations by use of smaller LNG Carriers seen as solution for most sites
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Multi-port calls large LNG Carriers (“milk-run”)

• Does not requires changes in liquefaction plant design

• Does not need a fleet of small LNG Carriers (with their capex & opex)

• Requires larger LNGC extra capacity for longer round trips (+ 24 hrs)

• Requires the small scale LNG terminal to have:
a port able to handle large LNG carriers (e.g. 4 x 40 ton bollard pull capacity tugs)

a jetty capable of handling large LNG Carriers (+  € 10 - 15 m)

at least approximately 40,000 – 50,000 m3 of LNG storage (+ approx. € 40 m)

• Pre-requisites for this option of “milk-runs”:
substantial capacity and projected future growth of the small scale terminal

proximity of small scale terminal vis-à-vis main LNG shipping routes

ability to co-operate with existing LNG suppliers / shippers 

absence of competitive fleet of smaller scale LNG Carriers
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Large LNGC alongside jetty

Courtesy: Transgas Atlantico
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Schematic view larger LNG storage tank

Reinforced Concrete Roof
Roof Nozzles Only

Sustended Ceiling with
 Thermal Insulation

9% Ni Inner Tank

Annular Space
With Perlite

Thermal Insulation

Pre - Stressed
Concrete Wall

Reinforced Concrete
Base Slab

Foam-Glass
Bottom Insulation

Pump Columns

Full-containment type
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Conclusions & challenges

• There is a credible necessity to develop small scale LNG terminals

in certain parts of Europe

• The technology for the onshore components of a small scale

LNG terminal exist and are well proven. Choices between LNG

Carrier size and type dictate the final terminal size and cost

• The current lack of a fleet of smaller scale LNG Carriers is a

bottleneck in distribution of LNG via “break-bulk” mode. 

• The challenge is to reduce costs of smaller scale LNG shipping

• Cooperation between various customers, potential LNG shippers,

and main (hub) LNG terminal operators is required to select the 

right components for a specific small scale LNG/NG chain.
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Synopsis to presentation (by J.Huisman)    rev 14 May 2005  
 
Title: “Small scale LNG – how to beat the loss of economy of scale?” 
 
Introduction 
As the LNG industry is maturing via standardisation and an accelerated growth trend 
the desire to widen LNG/NG penetration is receiving new impulses. A question many 
ask is what size of LNG terminal is ideal, and what will be its area of influence? 
Traditionally LNG terminals link up to a hinterland of customers via a natural gas 
distribution network, whilst in exceptional cases LNG terminals serve a single 
adjacent industrial customer.  
However, there are many remote places along the shores of the oceans where Natural 
Gas would be a welcome addition or substitution to the energy portfolio, whilst the 
size of the market is too modest, in combination to distance to existing pipeline 
infrastructure to justify a pipeline connection. This then begs the question why the 
LNG industry has so far, with exception of modest first attempts in Japan not yet 
succeeded to implement a main terminal hub with satellite terminal(s). 
In this presentation a few bottlenecks are identified that need removal to make smaller 
schemes of hubs with satellites a more viable proposition. 
 
Within the LNG industry we started on a modest scale with initial shipping, but soon 
economies of scale dictated the liquefaction plant, receiving terminal and LNG 
Carrier designs. Shipping quickly grew from a less than 30,000 m3 capacity to a 
120,000 / 145,000 m3 size range, which now dictates more than 90% of the world 
fleet. New designs of over 200,000 m3 capacity will be a reality just a few years from 
today. Technological innovations and standardisation also mean we can now buy a 
world class LNG Carrier of 145,000 m3 for less than US$ 200 m, i.e. similar to what 
we paid 25 years ago in real terms. Liquefaction trains and receiving terminals have 
seen a similar race for economy of scale, with as an example LNG storage tanks 
growing from 60,000 m3 capacity (single containment) to a current maximum of 
around 200,000 m3 (full containment or membrane), and in doing so more than 
halving the unit rate cost for onshore storage.  
 
This trend of larger scale operations is only in exceptional cases interrupted. The 
examples include a modest size LNG receiving terminal in Greece, the construction of 
three 19,000 m3 LNG Carriers to transport LNG from Bintulu (Malaysia) to Japan, 
and in near future in Japan, where a small scale shuttle tanker scheme, using 2,500 m3 
LNG Carriers is to transport LNG to Hakodate Minato Terminal on Hokkaido from 
end 2005.  
Probably the largest stumbling blocks to this development spreading faster are the 
challenges of cost efficiency and stability of supply. On the other end of the scale 
there are many examples of small scale (from a few hundred m3 capacity upwards) 
onshore satellite LNG terminals which are supplied by road using LNG trucks, as 
evidenced on the Iberian peninsula, Japan and the USA. 
 
Before one can develop solutions and fit these into a jigsaw puzzle to establish a gas-
chain to a remote coastal (or Island) destiny we need to analyse all required elements 
of the supply chain and identify bottlenecks and area’s where innovative thinking will 
be required to grow the satellite LNG terminal side of business. 
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LNG liquefiers 
First of all we need to investigate the liquefaction plants, and their water-front 
facilities. Only in exceptional cases do the current jetty designs allow the safe 
berthing and loading of smaller size shuttle carriers. Distance of breasting dolphins, 
and size / reach of loading arms often preclude the receipt of LNGC’s below 70,000 
m3 capacity (Loa < 200 m).  
Moreover, in situations where the waterfront facilities of a liquefaction plant are 
loaded with a higher number of vessels, smaller LNG Carriers occupying a jetty for 
12 to 24 hours sound less appealing. Thus existing LNG producers in majority will 
favour loading larger vessels, and may at best accept a partial unloading at smaller 
LNG terminals, the so called “milk run”. Such milk runs are technically feasible, but 
often require a prohibitive high investment in the LNG Terminal jetty facilities to 
handle full-size carriers. Moreover each intermediate stop does lengthen the cycle 
time of the LNG Carriers, which will only be acceptable in a situation of abundant 
availability of shipping capacity, and more flexibility in trading patterns with a higher 
percentage of spot cargoes. Recent signs are that both of these trends may be present 
today and in near future. 
A drastic growth in world fleet of small LNG Carriers will be needed to persuade 
LNG liquefaction plants, situated at close proximity to potential groups of customers, 
to add dedicated small vessel berths to their waterfronts. 
 
LNG shipping 
The current trend points at larger transport capacities within existing large hulls, 
whilst very few recent built small size LNGC’s below 50,000 m3 exist.  
If we look at the small truck supplied satellite terminals as operate for example on the 
Iberian peninsula, then a similar transport mode could be used by placing these trucks 
on ferry decks and shuttling them to remote coastal destinations or islands. When lift-
on/lift-off arrangements with containerised alternatives are discussed, safety concerns 
offer a stumbling block. Roll-on/roll-off may be more acceptable. A limitation will be 
that with current truck designs (i.e. maximum tank pressures and insulation systems) 
the shipping distances from point of loading to unloading should preferably stay well 
within 8 hours to prevent boil-off gas venting. The scale of such truck supply based 
satellite system will be modest, typically limited to 40 m3 LNG/day. 
 
When the (initially two) 19,000 m3 membrane type LNG Carriers were developed for 
the Bintulu – Japan route all aspects of the larger LNGC were downscaled, inclusive 
steam driven propulsion. The resulting shipping costs were some US$ 75 m per 
vessel, representing an approximate tripling of cost per unit of shipping, whilst also 
operating costs per m3 shipped must have seen a steep rise. Further downscaling 
without technical innovations would see a further escalation of shipping cost.  
New idea’s emerged in Japan, where a new generation of shuttle tankers based on 
2,500 m3 cylindrical tanks was developed (by Kawasaki Shipbuilding Co.) for the 
trade to Hokkaido. An almost standard smaller double hull coastal tanker is used with 
one cylindrical (bullet type) part mounted within the hull, not dissimilar to smaller 
LPG Carriers. Propulsion changed from NG fired boilers and steam drive to diesel 
propulsion, whilst the LNG Carrier design was kept as simple as practical. These 
steps aimed to keep costs in check. An alternative satellite terminal scheme looked at 
up-scaling this concept to 10,000 m3 capacity, and these carriers were still estimated 
at between US$ 40 m to 55 m.  
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The LNG Carrier has no re-liquefaction plant and its storage tanks design allows  
pressures to rise to a few Barg to enable sea voyages of a few days and up to about 
1000 nautical miles.  
The attraction of such smaller LNG Carriers is that they may fit into existing Port 
infrastructures or at least allow modest new facilities to be built, with drafts limited to 
less than 7 m and length overall of less than 140 m. A scheme of small shuttle carriers 
requires a forward vision of the future growth of the scheme to set a right balance 
between the size of LNG Carrier, and the number of carriers that will be required. A 
further complication being that economies of scale push carrier sizes up, but on the 
other hand an initial scheme starting with only a single carrier will be exposed to 
shipping interruptions for vessel repair and dry-dock cycles.  
 
The schemes using 2,500 to 10,000 m3 small LNG carriers will become more 
accepted and attractive if a few satellite terminals in the same part of the world can be 
launched to create a pool of these smaller carriers. Standardisation should allow 
further cost reductions, whilst critical review of which shipyards do have the 
willingness and capabilities to build such series of smaller carriers is another element 
in the equation, given the portfolio of orders of established builders of larger LNG 
Carriers around the world. A final choice is the ownership and operator selection of 
such pool of smaller carriers. 
The shipping industry has certainly a few more questions to address: what further 
innovation can be used to keep capital and operating costs in check, and what type of 
storage tank concept is ideal for carriers in range 7,500 to 30,000 m3?   
 
 
Main LNG Receiving terminals 
LNG terminals currently designed to receive larger LNG Carriers may be a more 
natural point to start a feeder service to small nearby satellite terminals, as their unit 
costs are lower than on the liquefier side, whilst sometimes having spare capacity on 
its waterfront. Also proximity to markets may make them a logical choice. The LNG 
terminal design will require some modification to allow loading small LNG Carriers 
whilst maintaining concurrent vaporisation and send-out of NG into pipelines. This 
generally means de-bottlenecking the low-pressure pump capacity out of the onshore 
storage tanks, and allowing in the design back-loading through the waterfront. A few 
LNG receiving terminals have already been designed to allow (future) back-loading 
of a smaller LNGC at 250 to 1000 m3/hr. 
When choosing to add breasting dolphins and smaller loading arms many operators 
will hesitate to add these to their main jetties, and thus need to look for space to 
develop a smaller dedicated berth to allow the receipt of small shuttle carriers. This 
solution avoids impacting on shipping schedules of larger long-haul LNG Carriers. 
Depending on site conditions an existing (or new) LNG receiving terminal will 
typically need to spend between US$ 10 to 20 m to enable receipt of small carriers.   
 
 
LNG satellite terminals 
Satellite terminals can use proven components to unload, store and vaporise LNG. 
However, a desire to keep the design compact, with low capital investment and simple 
operations will require innovative thinking. A downscaled full containment LNG 
storage tank suffers from lack of economy of scale, whilst high LNG Carrier arrival 
tank pressures of a few Barg offer a new design challenge. Spherical or bullet type 
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tanks may well prove to be viable alternatives, which may also allow a greater extent 
of offsite pre-fabrication. This may be favourable in remote locations. Gravity based 
caissons with integrated LNG tank storage still prove very expensive where we aim 
for 100,000 m3+ storage, but may become easier to build when we try to limit storage 
tank sizes to a more modest 10,000 – 25,000 m3. The designers will be hard pushed to 
keep unit rate investment costs for storage in such smaller LNG tanks below US$ 
1000 / m3, as opposed to large LNG storage where unit costs have dropped well below 
US$ 400 /m3. 
Also for the vaporisation new innovative designs will be needed, such as vaporising 
against air and/or integration with waste heat of nearby power generation to improve 
the energy efficiency of the scheme. Manning levels will have to be much lower than 
what we have seen so far in conventional LNG receiving terminals, whilst practical 
unmanned operations (from a remote control centre) when there is no LNGC 
unloading is certainly a future consideration. 
Investment levels in small satellite terminals will very much vary depending on 
location and desired size, and may range from around US$ 20 m to more than 50 m.    
 
 
Where does the future lead us? 
Satellite terminals and small scale shuttle carrier operations should certainly have a 
firm place in various gas chains. However, contrary to large LNG receiving terminals, 
which originally were designed on a point-to-point LNG / gas deal, satellite scheme 
require a more intense cooperation between various players. This to bring together 
required intelligence on terminalling, shipping and LNG logistics. In this we will need 
to work closely together with consumers to allow setting the market size, growth over 
the years, and level of acceptable inter-reputability (or presence of alternative fuel). 
Designers of shipping and onshore terminals will need to be pushed to remain 
innovative to make designs as safe as practical, easy to operate, and cost efficient   
innovative small scheme designs onshore, whilst business development would 
probably benefit from developing scheme’s for a geographic area that leads to a 
parallel development of more than one satellite terminal, as this will enhance the 
economies of scale by bringing-in an important element of repetition and pooling of 
LNG Carriers. 
Vopak has the experience of providing an integrated terminal business model and may 
in future be prepared to develop main hub and satellite scheme’s. For this we will 
need to work together with partners to sort the viability of shipping and LNG/NG 
logistics. 
Initial scouting and feasibility studies serve to bring together: 

• An understanding of the NG market and need to penetrate area’s previously 
not served by pipelines 

• Idea’s re sourcing of required LNG 
• Identification of credible satellite locations, and preliminary location plan 

development 
• Selection of credible hub location(s) 
• Shipping studies to define size, type, number, and operator model selection 
• Preliminary line-up of Hub and Satellite terminal arrangements 
• Cost estimating and screening of financial viability 
• Partner selection 
• Financing model selection 
• Time frame and contracting models. 
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In summary, most building blocks for small LNG satellite receiving terminals are 
already available. What is needed for future partners to come together and shoulder 
the challenges to paste the pieces together in credible cost efficient scheme’s. If we 
manage to get our idea’s together, we should be looking for a very busy future. 
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Jarle Østenstad, 
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About myself

Jarle Østenstad
31 years old
Civil engineer from NTH, Marin
Technology
Have been in Knutsen for 4 years
2 years in building team for LNG/c Bilbao
Knutsen & LNG/c Cadiz Knutsen
Superintendent for 3 LNG vessels



19 Shuttle Tankers 1 Offshore/Shuttle Units 2 + 2 LNG 138.000m3

Knutsen OAS Shipping

7+1 Product-/Chemical Tankers 5 Parcel Tankers 1 Coastal LNG



Introduction
Presentation Pioneer Knutsen

• Cargo equipment
• Engine room/ gas engines
• Boil of gas system
• Loading system

Advantages by using small ships
Special requirements



LNG/c Pioneer Knutsen
World’s smallest LNG Carrier
Main Particulars

Length overall : 69,00 m
Length between pp : 63,40 m
Breadth moulded : 11,80 m
Depth to main deck :   5,50 m
Design draft :   3,30 m
Scantling draft :   3,60 m
Deadweight : 640 ton
Tonnage : 1500 GT

Tank Capacities
Cargo tanks 100% : 1100 m3

Fuel oil bunkers :     84 m3

Potable water :     34 m3

Ballast water :   598 m3



Cargo Equipment LNG/c
Pioneer Knutsen

2x 550 m3 Cargo tanks, 
AISI 304
Max 5,0 bar pressure,
Safety valves 3,6 bar
insulation of Polyuretan

4 x 50 m3/h submerged 
electrical cargo pumps 
(Shinko)
Boil of gas  system

2 piston compressors (4 
bar discharge), heater, 
buffertank, master gas
valve

Vaporizer for pressure control
Integarated control system
Saab Tank radar + floating
gauge



General Arrangement



Engine room
2 gas engines, Mitsubishi, V16 : 2 x 910 kW 
2 diesel engines, Mitsubishi, R6 : 2 x 640 kW
1 emergency generator :       200 kW
Main propulsion: 

2 x 900 kw AC motors  
2 x Schottel twinpropellers

Bow Thruster : Brunvoll, 200kW
Cooling system : Box type cooler
Nitrogen plant for purging/inerting purposes.



Gas Engines
Fuel Gas system

Ignition Type : Spark Ignition
Supply pressure main : 0,94-1,47 bar
Pre chamber pressure : 1,96-2,45 bar

Tecjet valve (woodward)
Electronic gas injection valve placed before turbo 
charger
Provides the correct gas flow 

EGS 01 Control (Woodward)
Controls the gas flow in relation to air flow and give 
signals to the Tecjet valve



Fuel Gas system



Boil of gas system

Buffer tank Heater

Cargo
Compressor

Vaporizer

Liquide
separator

Cargo Tank



Boil of gas system

Boil of gas by use of gas compressors
Delivers 400 kg/h
Regulates on buffertank pressure (2,5-3,0  barg)
Returns to compressor suction/cargo tank depending on temperature
If pressure in tank drops you can use vaporizer for pressure build up

Boil of gas by using vaporizer

Supply direct to heater/buffertank by opening valve v403. 

Liquid delivered to vaporizer by cargo pump on low rpm

Pressure regulated by control valve inlet vaporizer

Boil of gas in case of high pressure in cargotank

In case of high presure in cargo tank BOG will be delivered 
direct to buffertank, bypassing compressors and vaporizer 



Loading system
1 liquide line 4”
1 vapor line 3”
Using hoses for connecting ship/terminal. This is normally not 
used on LNG ships
Question regarding fatigue life due to ship movement
Hoses are lifted from Quey/ship by using the hose crane and
special sadles for avoid movement and erosion.
Pressure test before each operation.
Hoses will not burst, but start with small leakages when 
damaged
Same hoses as used on Trucks
Flexible solution, can be used on different terminal designs
Until now we are satisfied with the hoses



Advantages by using Pioneer

Extreme manuevruability
Small size, manage to enter most of the ports on the Norwegian 
coast
Increased safety compared to transport on road
Keep LNG transport out from public areas (Cities, ferries, etc)
High capacity compared to Trucks
A effective transport system can be made by combination of 
ship/trucks with discharge ports strategic placed along the cost.



Special requirements

In addition to requirements for normal tankers we have special 
requirements for LNG Tankers:

Inernational gas code (IGC-Code)
DnV Gas fuelled engine installation
USCG Rules for foreign vessels visiting US Ports (CFR 46,154)
Various SIGGTO recommendations



FEROX, a.s.
a Chart Industries company

Technology for Small LNG 
Applications

Vaclav Chrz, Petr Zaruba, Jiri Zeman 
Ferox,a.s., Decin, Czech Republic



Small or Medium sized LNG equipment
• LNG serves the needs of final gas users
• Use of vacuum insulated equipment mostly
• The technology is based on the whole twenties

century experience with air-gases cryogenics

• Though, there are specifics in size relations and
components, related to: 

• low density of LNG (470 kg/m3 and less)
• fire safety
• more stress on continuous supply in the sensitive energy

systems



Wide application of Small LNG 
applications started by 21st century

After the first Ferox 212 m3 LNG tank was delivered for
Statoil to Ranheim, 

One LNG liquefier storage
and six LNG satellite plants
were built for Gasnor and Naturgass Vest in 2003 only. 

Currently, seventeen stations are in operation in Norway
and some other are in manufacturing/construction
process. 



LNG LNG satellitesatellite plantplant P&ID P&ID SchematicSchematic

LNG Tank

Pressure build-up vaporizers

Product Ambient
Vaps

Odorizer
Regulator

El. 
Heater



LNG storage
at small size satellite terminals

Jarognewice, Poland, 
gas for a small town
60 000 liter storageAccessories

booth



Accessories

gas heater gas reduction station 
double line

gas odorizer



Tuhagen HT21/19 50 Nm3/hr



Vigrestad VT25/19 500 Nm3/hr



Stavanger VT60/12,6 500 Nm3/hr



Oltedal VT78/12,6 650 Nm3/hr



Titania VT257/8 1500 Nm3/hr



Elkem Lista HT257/8 1500 Nm3/hr



Gasnor liquefaction plant
Chart/Ferox supply of
a 256 m3 vertical LNG storage
trailer loading station w. pump



LNG storage
at medium size satellite terminals

LNG 
delivered by 
sea-barge
1 mil. liters

Sunndalsora, Norway, 
Gas for Alu foundry

1 500 000 liter storage
(8 days
capacity on      
full load)

Vaporized gas to user
4400 nm3/h gas delivery

500 m3
500 m3

500 m3

Two lines of
ambient air
vaporizers for 
full flowrate

Water bath vaporizer with an immersed burner



Lifting from a barge



110 ton on a single hook



Landing…



… onto foundations



Tanks and vaporizers installed



LNG storage and vaporization plant

LNG from barge
filling point

Aluminum foundry Norsk Hydro

Trailer filling point

Naturgass Vest LNG satellite plant at Sunndalsora, 
Norway delivered by Chart-Ferox



1 500 000 liter storage,  4400 nm3/h vaporization



Multiple large vacuum insulated
tanks can substitute flat bottom tanks

500 m3 tanks are not any size limit. 
Larger tanks 683 m3 are currently in the design 
phase. 

112 pieces of LNG tanks of 21 m3 to 683 m3 size
contracted in 2003 to 2005  for Poland, Norway
and Turkey

5 × 683 m3 = 3415 m3 gross capacity satellite
plant was contracted in September 2005 
for Gasnor to be installed at Elkem-Mosjen in the
very North of Norway. 
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Design of a Flat Bottom Tank

Outer vessel

Inner vessel

Perlite insulation

Sand layer

Foamglass bricks

Concrete platform

Concrete collumns

Containment

Concrete fundament
Anchoring



FEROX flat bottom tanks 1800 m3 and 2200 m3



Flat bottom tanks during construction



Vacuum insulated tank design
inner vessel

outer vessel

perlite-vacuum

inner suports

outer supports



Vertical tank foundation with a 
containment (in process)



Erection of
a vertical
Vacuum
Insulated
tank

(212 m3 LNG,

Statoil,Norway



Large Vacuum Insulated tanks
HT500 (LNG, Norway, 3 pieces in 2003) 

volume: 500 000 liters
weight: 130 000 kg  

36 m

ø5m





Comparison of Flat Bottom and
Vacuum Insulated tanks

(Qualitative)

Viewpoints:
• Project lay-out
• Manufacturing and Construction
• Process design
• Pressure dynamics
• Risk with catastrophic accidents



Project lay-out

Flat bottom Vacuum insulated 
 Number of units one more
 Containment volume needed the whole 

storage volume
single tank volume

vertical: 
marginally larger
horizontal: much 
larger

 Design of concrete foundations 
and containment

expensive lower cost

 Ground area needed small



Manufacturing and
Construction

Flat bottom Vacuum insulated 
 Method of manufacturing on site with shop 

preparation
shop manufactured

Lead time of shop work several weeks several weeks
 Lead time of on site construction several months several days
 Possibility of sequential building-up 
  and commissioning (two or three 
stages, e.g.)
 Easy to move in case of change of 
market environment

no yes

no yes



Process design

Flat bottom Vacuum insulated 
 Typical max. pressure (bar) 0,05 8
 Need of discharge pump yes no
 Net daily evaporation rate due to 
heat leak 0.1 to 0.2%/day 0.06 to 0.08%/day
Operators’ access for inspection and 
maintenance

difficult 
(all on the roof)

easy 
(ground level)



Pressure dynamics

Flat bottom Vacuum insulated 
Need of pressure control according to atmospheric 
pressure yes no
 Danger of roll over 
 (spontaneous shrug down of stratified liquid 
 with risky vapor generation and pressure growth) 

 Maximum boil-off generation at roll-over
0.04 to 

0.24%/hour -
 Need of boil-off compressors (sized to maximum) yes no
 Consequent need of temperature 
  and concentration  profile continuous control

yes none

yes no



Risk with catastrophic
accidents

Flat bottom 
Vacuum 
insulated 

 Resistance to earthquake – 
measures needed difficult easy

 Possibility of partial operation   
  after a case of failure or accident

 Catastrophic events – 
war, terrorism, airplane fall, 
industrial catastrophy 

risk of total 
damage

no yes

single or 
several 
tanks 



Economic Comparison
Storage technology price (example) 
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• Progress in manufacturing of large
Vacuum Insulated tanks makes possible
design of sizes 500 m3 and larger. 

• Multiple use of these tanks is a realistic
alternative to Flat Bottom tanks. 

• This alternative should be always taken
into account when projecting storages
with total volume up to 15 000 m3. 



Transport means of LNG:
Maximum volume road semitrailer

• With road trailers, payload is limited 
by truck plus semitrailer total weight (GCW) 
and by dimensions. 
Because of light density LNG, volume is the
limit at some countries (Norway, e.g.) 

• By optimized design, length and diameter
limitations resulted in (maximum known) 
gross volume 56 000 liter at 7 barg



Road trailer 56 000 liters for LNG 
(corresponds to 21 000 m3 of natural gas)
four trailers in operation in Norway



Road semitrailer superinsulated,
56 000 liters, 7 barg‚ Low centre of gravity





LNG delivery tank truck,
with pump and flowmeter, 

can be used at the same time

as vehicle refueling mobile station



LNG rail car 76 000 liters
double wall superinsulated



LNG ISO container 20 000 liters/18 barg



LNG vehicle fueling systems
• LCNG refueling stations:

LNG compression by pump to 300 barg,
vaporization, fueling existing CNG systems. 
Advantage of fueling CNG vehicles from
LNG tanks: independency of pipeline

• LNG refueling stations: 
Filling into vehicle cryogenic tanks. 
Advantage of LNG vehicles: longer run 
and smaller tanks, more useable space. 

co-author: 
Claus Emmer



LNG station for a fleet of 200 busses
(Phoenix, USA)



LNG station El Cajón, CA 
3 × 60 000 liters, two dispensers 190 liters/minute



LNG busses fueling station, China



Large full scope technology station
East Valey, Los Angeles

• 4 × 60 000 liter storage,
• 6 LNG Weights & Measures dispensers

(compensation for temperature and composition = 
seling kWh‘s)

• 3 CNG dispensers
• Full system redundancy pumps and control panels
• Fire & Gas detection
• 200 vehicles 24h / 7h „busy window“ operation
• Largest refuse fueling facility of it's kind in North

America







A fleet of 60 heavy
trucks/semitrailers 
for refrigerated food
transport operates
between Houston
and San Antonio, 
Texas, USA. 

A 300 mile route
with refueling
stations at both the
ends. 

Fueling self-service:



LNG/LCNG station with underground tanks

with immersed pump

suitable for 
architecturally
protected areas

and

for saving
aboveground space

(cost of underground 
tank = plus 30%)



Technology of an LCNG station

• LNG storage tank
• high pressure piston pump 300 barg
• Steeled cored aluminium extruded profiles

vaporizer
• Odorizer (same as CNG stations)

• Bufer pressure cylinders for quick fill
• Dispenser (same as CNG stations)

• Smaler installations can be in an ISO container



Advantage of LCNG station 
compared to CNG station

• Independence from pipeline
• Fueling pure gas without nitrogen and

without heavier hydrocarbons than propane 
(CNG „super“). 

• 40% lower installation cost



LCNG station in Bergen, Norway
(Operation by the end of 2005)





Conclusions:

• LNG applications directly at final gas user are 
on progress

• The technology is available and verified
• Large sizes of tanks and road tankers

required.  
• LNG is going to play an important role as 

alternative fuel in oil substitution with small
consumption sites and vehicles. 



Pressure Build-up Type LNG 
Carriers in LNG Secondary 

Transportation System

September 2005
Kawasaki Shipbuilding Corporation

Kobe, Japan



Contents
• Outline of the Secondary Transportation 

LNG Project

• Features of Small LNG Carrier
• Some Discussions on Pressure Build-Up 

Type Tank



Japan’s first LNG secondary seaborne 
transportation system

• Secondary seaborne transportation from two 
big LNG receiving terminals to two regional city 
gas companies

• LNG shipment of by a small-sized 2,500m3  
LNG carrier, by way of Japan’s Inland Sea 

• Now, be proved the optimal LNG distribution 
system for the middle-scale LNG market of 
30,000 to 300,000 tpa 



Route of 
The Secondary Transportation Project

Kita-Kyushu LNG
Loading Terminal Okayama Receiving Terminal

Takamatsu Receiving Terminal

Matsuyama Receiving Terminal

Hiroshima

Mini LNG Carrier

Osaka

Mini LNG Carrier

Approx. 180Km

Approx. 290Km

 Himeji LNG Loading Terminal

Scale 100km

From Indonesia,

Malaysia and

Others

From Indonesia

HonshuHonshu

KyushuKyushu

ShikokuShikoku



LNG Shipment

Vessel
Vessel's Name "Shinju-Maru No. 1"
Capacity 2,500 m3 (@ -163 deg.C)
Builder Kawasaki Shipbuilding Corp.

(Main contractor)
Owner JRCTTA (*)

Shinwa Chemical Tanker
Operator Shinwa Chemical Tanker
Ship Management NS L Service

(affiliate of Nippon Steel)
*  Japan Railway Construction, Transport and 

Technology Agency



2,500 m3 LNG Carrier 
“Shinju-Maru No. 1”



LNG Loading at
Kita-Kyushu LNG Loading Terminal



Unloading at
Takamatsu Receiving Terminal



• Outline of the Secondary Transportation 
LNG Project

• Features of Small LNG Carrier
• Some Discussions on Pressure Build-Up 

Type Tank



Features of Small LNG Carrier 
“Shinju-Maru No. 1”

• Small tank capacity of 2,500m3
– Ship’s size as of coastal LPG carriers
– LNG carriage at cryogenic conditions
– B.O.G. to be totally contained inside the tank

• No B.O.G. disposal in engine part 
– Propulsion by a ordinary oil-fired diesel 

engine
– Simplicity of operation as of coastal vessels



Principal Particulars of
“Shinju-Maru No. 1” (Hull) 

Class NK, Coastal Main Engine 1 x Diesel (*1)
Flag Japanese   MCO 1,912 kW
Loa 86.29 m   NOR 1,625 kW
Lpp 80.30 m Generator
Bm 15.10 m   Main 2 x 320 kW
Dm 7.00 m   Auxiliary (*2) 1 x  40 kW
dm(Design) 4.18 m   Shaft (*3) 1 x 200 kW
dm(Scantl.) 4.30 m Propeller CPP
G.Tonnage 2,936 T Service Speed 12.7 knts
Complement 13 p. Endurance 5,700 N.M.

*1 Oil-fired diesel, Hanshin LH36LA
*2 For driving of spray pump 
*3 Shaft generator/Motor



Principal Particulars of
“Shinju-Maru No. 1” (Cargo) 

Cargo Tank Cargo Pump  (*2)

  No. 2 sets   No. 2 sets/Tank
  Capacity 2,513 m3  (*1)   Capacity 300m3/h x 100m
  Type IMO Type C, Spray Pump  (*2)

Vertl. cylindrical   No. 1 set/Tank
  Material Aluminum alloy   Capacity 40m3/h x 100m
  Design press. 3 barG Cargo Compr.(*2) 1 x 3,500m3/h
  Min. temp. -163 deg.C Cargo Heatet(*3) 1 x 550MJ/h
Insulation System Kawasaki Panel Cargo Vaporizer(*3) 1 x 600kg/h
B.O.Rate (equiv.) 0.47 %/day N2 Generator 1 x 15Nm3/h
Hold Space N2 filling I.G.Generator Nil
     *1: At -163 deg.C, 100%
     *2: Electric motor driven
     *3: Steam heated



General Arrangement of
“Shinju-Maru No. 1”

Engine room



Forward View (Looking down cargo area)



Concept of Pressure Build-up Type

• Pressure-vessel type tank, based on IMO (IGC Code) 
Type C concept
– Minimum design pressure requirement for Type C
– No secondary barrier necessary

• B.O.G. during voyage to be totally contained in the 
cargo tank
– Heat leakage during laden voyage to be accumulated in 

LNG, resulting in gradual rises of press. and liquid temp. 
– During ballast voyage, heat leakage to be absorbed in 

tank and vapor warm-up, causing pressure rise in tank
• In-coming heat accumulated in tank during voyage 

to be released in loading/unloading



Design Pressure of Cargo Tank
(based on NK requirements)

• Minimum requirement for IMO Type C tank
• Expected maximum value in pre-determined duration 

time
– Expected maximum navigation days + 2 days margin as 

the duration time
– During laden voyage, formation of LNG surface thermal 

layer to be taken into consideration 
– During ballast voyage, increase of vapor pressure caused 

by temperature rise due to heat leakage
• Design pressure to cover the above requisites   



Cargo Tank Configuration of
“Shinju-Maru No. 1”

• Design pressure 3.0 barG
– determined by 7 days’ duration (5 days navigation + 2 

days margin) in fully loaded condition with thermal layer
• 2 identical sets of horizontal cylindrical tanks

– 22.7m length x 9.06m dia., each
– cylinder + spherical end-dishes of aluminum alloy
– supported by two semi-circular belts of laminated 

phenoric resin liners
• Totally insulated by Kawasaki Panel System of abt. 

330mm thickness to withstand cryogenic 
temperature of -163 deg.C



Cargo Tank Profile

Sliding Part
Anti-Roll and

Anti-Floating Chock
Tank Cover

AFT FORE

Sliding SaddleFixed Saddle

“B” Detail

BA

“A” Detail

Liner



Insulated Cargo Tank

Insulation Panel



Cargo Tank Installation



• Outline of the Secondary Transportation 
LNG Project

• Features of Small LNG Carrier
• Some Discussions on Pressure Build-Up 

Type Tank



Heat Leakage to Cargo Tank (at stable)　
- comparison with large LNG Carriers -

"Shinju-Maru No. 1"

via Panel

via Support Str.

via Dome&Hatch

Large LNGC
(MOSS type)



Vapor Pressure in Laden Voyage
- Effect of Thin Thermal Layer -

• When the sea is calm and ship’s tank is almost still, 
a thin thermal layer grows on LNG surface in tank.
– Vapor pressure is dictated by the thermal layer.
– As the temperature of the layer is higher than bulk LNG, 

vapor pressure tries to be related to the higher temperature.
– This results in higher vapor pressure than usually 

experienced in large LNG carriers.
• Design pressure of the cargo tank of “Shinju-Maru 

No. 1” is based on the thermal layer, as required by 
NK.



Vapor Pressure in Laden Voyage (2)
- Effect of Thin Thermal Layer -

• In the actual navigation, where LNG is always 
disturbed due to ship motion;
– The thin layer is often easily broken.
– Vapor pressure is dictated by the temperature of bulk LNG, 

showing lower, usually experienced value. 
• Even if the layer grows on calm sea, the thermal layer 

can be broken by LNG spraying on the surface. 
– Each cargo tank has a spray pump for that purpose. 

• To confirm these arguments, a simple experiment
using LN2 in a tank lorry was carried out.



Vapor Pressure in Ballast Voyage
• Pressure variation is dominated by two factors, 

both dictated by the equation of state of ideal gas;
PV = nRT

– Temperature of vapor in cargo tank
V dP = nR dT

– Vaporized remaining LNG after unloading; 
equivalent injection of additional gas into tank

V dP = RT dn
• Reduction of remaining LNG to be a key for 

lowering end pressure



Remaining LNG and Vapor Pressure 
during Ballast Voyage

( 2,500m3 LNG carrier )
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Temperature of LNG 
in Actual Laden Voyage
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Vapor Pressure in 
Actual Laden Voyage
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Conclusion

• “Shinju-Maru No. 1” a pressure build-up 
type coastal LNG carrier has been 
participating in Japan’s first seaborne LNG 
secondary transportation project. 

• Pressure build-up type LNG carriers offer 
good solutions, with simple concept and easy 
ship operation suitable for small carriers. 

• “Shinju-Maru No. 1” has been navigating and 
loading/unloading safely for over two years . 



Thank you for listening



Small Scale LNG Production Facilities
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I. History and status of Gasnor AS

II. The LNG production plants
Facts and process description

III. Experiences from the two first years…



History and status of Gasnor AS

• Gasnor started gas deliveries by local pipeline at Karmøy (South west
Norway) in 1994, based on gas from the Statpipe export gas pipeline.

• Merged with ”Naturgass Vest” (located in Bergen) in December 2004

• 37 employees.   Offices in Karmøy and Bergen. 

• Currently owns and operates three distinct distribution systems for 
natural gas:

– Local low-pressure pipeline distribution, Karmøy/Haugesund area
– High pressure (CNG) distribution by truck, Bergen
– LNG production and distribution in Norway



Owners

Norsk Hydro
21,3 %

Statoil
19,7 %

Power companies
32,7 %

E.on Ruhrgas
14,0 %

Total
7,4 %

Shell
4,9 %



LNG production an ditribution system

• LNG Production

Kollsnes: Capacity of 42.000 tpa
Snurrevarden: Capacity of 20.000 tpa

• Distribution.

Time-chartered ship ”Pioneer Knutsen” (1100m3)
7 LNG semitrailers

15 receiving & regasification stations served by ship and/or truck

• Growth:

New LNG production plant at Kollsnes February 2007. Additional
capacity of 84.000 tpa



Gasnor  - LNG system as of February 2005

Kollsnes

Karmøy

LNG production plants 
at Kollsnes and Karmøy

15 receiving stations operational
3 receiving stations in preparation
(Some receiving stations are partner owned)

LNG production plants
Receiving stations – ship and truck
Receving stations – truck only



Small scale LNG distribution
LNG tanker truck leaving the Karmøy LNG plant



Kollsnes and Snurrevarden LNG production plants
Some facts

880650kWh/tonnes

HamworthyLindeContractor 

2,5 tonnes/hrs5 tonnes/hrsMaximum production rate

April 2003Sept 2003Plant start-up

SnurrevardenKollsnes



Kollsnes and Snurrevarden LNG production plants
Some facts

Gas engine
Combined heat and 

power unit

Gas engine
Combined heat and 

power unit

Electric power/heat
Cogen

Single nitrogen loop
Mixed methane, 

propane, nitrogen  loopLiquefaction process

TrailersShip and trailersExport facilities

One single trainOne single trainTrain arrangement

SnurrevardenKollsnes



Kollsnes



Kollsnes
A small, but complete LNG-production facility

Natural Gas
from

North Sea and Kollsnes Cooling

CO2
removal

LNG 
storage

H2O
removal Coldbox

Cogen

Fuel
gas

Heavy 
hydrocarbons

removal



Kollsnes

Cold 
box

CO2 
removal

H2O 
removal

Heavy
hydrocarbons
components

Semi for the
heavy

hydrocarbons



Energy system at Kollsnes Næringspark
Combined electric and thermal energy

60 mill Sm3
Natural gas

LNG plant

Sea farm
28 GWh 

Electric energy
34 GWh
Thermal
energyCogen

3,5 MW
6,7 mill Sm3

fuelgas

55 mill Sm3
LNG

Cooling
water



LNG 
production

plant

Sea farm

Cogen
facilities

Gas from 
Statoil 

Kollsnes



2000 m3 LNG



Snurrevarden



Snurrevarden
A small, but complete LNG-production facility

CO2
removal

Cooling

Natural Gas
from

North Sea, Kårstø

LNG 
storageColdbox

Cogen

H2O
removal

Fuel
gas



Snurrevarden LNG production plant

Storage
tank

CO2 removal

H2O and Hg 
removal

Cold box and 
compressor

Gas engine



Small Scale LNG Production Facilities

Experiences from the two first years…



Experiences from the two first years…

• Technical problems the first year took the attention
away from optimal production  

• Heavy hydrocarbons in the feed gas caused technical
and operational problems (Kollsnes)

• Too much turn-over among the operators.

• 24 hours manned operation until august 2005 
(Kollsnes)
Demanding start-up sequences (skills and energy)

• Unmanned operation at Snurrevarden
More easy start-up sequence

• Disproportionately many shot downs caused by 
technical problems and overcapasity.
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Experiences from the two first years…

• Too high rate of flare gas at Kollsnes:
- problems with the gas-engine (heavy hydrodarbons in fuel gas) 
- many shot downs and long start-up time 
- untrained operators



Experiences from the two first years…

• Uneconomical production at redused rate.

At 65% turndown of the production rate, 
the energy consumption in kWh/tonnes, 
increase more than 38%
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Experiences from the two first years…

• The production is sensitive for the ambient temperature. We have 
experienced 25% increase in the energy consumption (per 
produced tonne) during the summer month.



Status as of September 2005

Kollsnes:
• Very stable production.
• Production at 80% rate
• Unmanned operation during nightshift

Snurrevarden
• Somewhat unstable production caused by problems with the 

gas engine
• Unmanned operation.

• Educated operators
• Stable manning
• Happy organisation



Thank you for your attention



1MARINTEK

INNOGAS – Cost efficient maritime 
small scale distribution of LNG 

Presentation at the 
1st ”Small scale LNG in Europe” conference

in Oslo 29-30th September 2005
Bård Meek-Hansen, Scandinavian Gas Logistics AS



2MARINTEK

INNOGAS project, 2003INNOGAS project, 2003--20052005
Objective:
• Develop a competitive maritime small-scale distribution chain of 

LNG and natural gas.
Activities:
• LNG technology development - equipment – know-how – methods 
• Uniform solutions – standardization 
• Establish a “best practice” - design – safety analysis – authority 

approval.
Status:
• INNOGAS cost models demonstrated for different customers
• INNOGAS has presented small and medium scale distribution 

concepts to “Energy Islands in Europe.



3MARINTEK

INNOGAS partners
Cryo
Orkla Engineering
IM Skaugen
Naturgass Øst
Naturgass Helgeland

Research Institutes:
MARINTEK/SINTEF

Statoil
Norsk Hydro
SB-Verksteder
Det Norske Veritas 
Gasnor
Moss Maritime
LKAB
Naturgass Vest

The project is partly financed by the Norwegian Research Council.



4MARINTEK

Short Sea LNG logistic chain

• Complete in-house logistic chain 
analysis

• Assessing feasibility of supply chains
• Terminals design and engineering
• Equipment manufacturing
• Small LNG volumes production in place
• First Norwegian cost-efficient small scale 

supplies of LNG are presently in 
operation.

INNOGAS activities include:



5MARINTEK

TurboRouter: 
Fleet scheduling and route optimisation software a.o. For the LNG distribution chain. 

Visualize

Maintain Data

Optimize
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Small scale distribution to Energy Islands – Madeira case

LNG shipping, storage and regasification costs
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• Political decision to use natural 
gas in stead of HFO for 
electricity production in 
Madeira

• Discussions with large hotel 
groups for utilization of the 
engine waste heat for 
production of hot water and 
cooling (abs chillers).

• Cold utilization for deep freeze 
purposes.

• MARINTEK/Statoil have 
presented calculations showing 
the advantage of small scale 
distribution compared to large 
scale distribution.



7MARINTEK

Innogas: Front end engineering and 
design

Receiving terminal - design
Concept development
Modular design
Operating procedures

System design
System arrangement
Analysis of system regularity
Supply by ship/truck
Delivery by truck, filling stations

Supply chain analysis
Logistics analysis
Comprehensive “built” cost data
Economic analysis.

Receiving terminal 1500 m3



8MARINTEK

Risk analysis - small scale LNG terminal

Innogas analysis: Herøya case, Norway

State-of-the-art computational fluid 
dynamics analysis (CFD program CFX-5) 
has been used to:

calculate the potential hazard distances
identify parameters that influence the risk 
for both onsite and off-site personnel

The risk is presented in terms of Statoil 
Risk Acceptance Criteria for 3. parties.

Wind speed. 2.5 m/sSpill 50kg/s, wind speed 6 m/s

Spill from bund  - 112m2,

Wind speed 6m/s



9MARINTEK

Risk contours and  NoF-curves – Herøya case

Conclusion:
- The risk acceptance criteria is satisfied for the Herøya case
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Measures for risk reduction
Purge LNG unloading line after unloading operation has finished

Establish routines for control of external ignition sources during LNG unloading
operation.

Ensure that potential fires in the storage tank bund do not directly expose the storage
tanks to excessive radiationlevels. 

minimizing bunded area (i.e. so as to reduced fire area)
positioning of bunding so as to minimise exposure of tanks 
introducing local radiation shielding of tanks.

Double walled LNG storage tanks will reduce the leakage frequency for the tanks. This
will reduce the societal risk.
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LNG condition in the distribution chain



12MARINTEK

Container transportation by sea and truck to end-users

Truck to container
terminal

Sea transport

LNG production/ 
Import terminal

Truck to end-user

Container 
terminal

Container 
terminal End-user

Return
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Container transportation  versus 
truck/customer receiving terminal 

Container vs. tankbil og kundelager
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Experiences from operating Small Scale in 
Norway

Aksel Skjervheim
Advisor, Gasnor AS



I will adress:

• Market for Small Scale
• Distribution by truck or ship?
• Regularity of Supply
• Quality of the gas
• Can Small Scale be connected to Large Scale?
• What will happen in the years to come?



Market 1

• Initial market: Coastal ferries
• Discovery no 1: LNG is well suited for, and demanded, for 

use as process energy in the industrial sector.
• 4 markets (2 strong and 2 weak):

– Fuel for ships (and heavy vehicles)
– Process energy (industrial)
– Gas grids
– Hybrid solutions with bioenergy, waste energy, biogas, solar 

energy and others



Process
Fuel

Market 2



Running on LNG:
Each of these vessels reduces NOx emissions
corresponding to 20,000 cars

Viking Energy is one of two Platform Supply Vessels running on LNG. More are coming. 



Market 3

• Is it possible to compete with oil?
– In many cases – yes
– GO is relatively costly and substantially taxed
– No environmental or energy taxes on Natural Gas 
– In the other end is FO in sectors with little or no taxation on oil.  



Compact Plant 
on a 
cramped site



Distribution 1

• Safety
• Regularity
• Cost



Distribution 2

• Safety: Better with ship than truck. Seperated from other 
traffic

• Regularity: About the same with ship and truck



Fjords and mountains 
make beautiful 
scenery, but they are 
a distribution 
challenge



Distribution 3

• Truck: Lowest cost for small users and short distances
• Ship: Lowest cost for bigger users and longer distances
• 5000 tons/yr; 200 km

• Tanker sizes Gasnor: Existing:   400 tons
Next: 2500 tons

Truck size 20 tons

• Different Cost Profiles:
– Ship:   High fixed costs – low variable costs
– Truck: Low fixed costs – high variable costs



Loading LNG on tanker and truck

50 m3

1000 m3

LNG-tanker running on natural gas



Regularity

• Supply chains of LNG are weaker than those of electricity 
and oil

• A Gas Terminal may shut down for maintenance or 
modification

• A LNG Production Plant may stop

• Backup is necessary

• Some users have no backup and need priority



Quality

• Natural Gas needs treatment before liquefaction
– All CO2 and all H2O are taken out
– Some C2+ are taken out

• LNG has normally a more predictable quality and higher 
methane content than unliquefied natural gas

• LNG for fuel must meet a more narrow spec than gas for heating
• Dominant user sets the spec

– LNG intended for base load and peak shaving in grids might not be well 
suited for fuel

– Natural gas in grids might not be well suited for liquefaction to fuel 
• In the future we might see separate LNG-chains for fuel and heating



Connection to Large Scale

• Can Small Scale chains be connected to Large Scale?
• Hopefully, but Gasnor has no experience of it yet

– Reliability
– Improved swing capability
– Possibly lower LNG-cost

Investment (0), energy (+), operation (0/+), gas (++?)



In the future 1

• Small Scale LNG for heating:
– A forerunner for gas grids
– Permanent solution in areas with low energy intensity

• Small Scale LNG for fuel:
– A permanent solution for transport major transport corridors. First of all 

for coastal ships, trucks, buses, taxis and city vans.



Heating

Fuel

In the future 2



Thank you!
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